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Worry Saver

—

xpect more of this mowing machine than you ever did or dare
expect of another. It will surely meet your expectations.
For
the Frost & Wood Number Eight actually DOES run easier
(and so spares horses). It actually DOES stand the hardest usage
year after year, with fewest repairs.
It actually does get the mowing
done more quickly, and with less wear and tear on you, on the team,
and on the machine itself. These are not mere assertions they are
facts, and can be proved to you. Write us for reasons why
need a

E

—

YOU

:¥food
rvumber

eight

mower

is no room here to fully describe the
betterments (found alone in Frost & Wood
Mowers) illustrated here. But you should inform yourself about them. You should know
the value of the double brace and roller bearings (see picture B) — of the big bearings and doublestrength stay (picture C) between cutter bar and main

There

frame. You should appreciate the quick starting device
of the Internal Gear (picture A) and the Wearing Plate
under the cutter bar (picture D). Each of these, and
many other Frost & Wood improvements greatly add
to the life of this Mower and vastly increases its service.
This is the mower that will not stall in the heaviest hay
that gives least bother and most efficiency. There is a
catalogue worth reading that tells everything about it.
Ask for it.
Request Free Catalog
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We

want every farmer interested in
Cream Separators to know about the

“STANDARD”
s§irBREW

TH E
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Western Branch, Winnipeg, Man.

^Dominion Bank
GUELPH
CAPITAL PAID UP

$4,700,000.00

RESERVE FUND

5,700,000.00

A General Banking Business Transacted
Drafts bought and sold on

all

parts of the world.

Savings Bank Department
Special attention paid to

Savings Accounts.

Interest allowed

on

deposits of $1.00 and upwards.

Every convenience
their banking business.
A. R.

SAMPSON,

will

-

be afforded students for the transacting of

Manager,
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GUELPH BRANCH.

when answering advertisements.
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STUDENTS!
KEEP A CHECKING ACCOUNT
Some men use the bank merely as a place to keep their surplus cash,
and carry in their pocket the money they need to pay living or working
expenses. Giving a cheque is handier and safer than paying cash. It
introduces system into your private accounts.
Let us explain how it works out.

CAPITAL AND
SURPLUS
$ 6 897,900

TOTAL ASSETS
Over

,

The Traders Bank
F.

GUELPH,

J.

Winlow,

of

$ 50 000,000
,

Canada

Manager.

ONTARIO.
II

‘‘BUILT

TO LAST A LIFETIME.”

Gbe Sell

ftiano

the piano of to-day and to-morrow. Not only is the tone rich and full,
touch sensitive, case beautiful, but it has many individual features which mark
BELL, “Canada’s Leading Piano.”

is

THE

Sold at

GUELPH’S LEADING MUSIC STORE
The home

of

Musical Instruments of Quality.

Victor Gramophones, Victrolas, and the famous Victor Records.
Edison Phonographs, and the Amberol Records.
All Stringed Instruments and Strings of A-'l quality.
Vocal, Instrumental, Standard, and Popular Music.

Pianos rented and tuned.

133

All Musical Instruments Repaired.

KELLY’S MUSIC STORE
WYNDHAM STREET,
-
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Just because a separator skims close is not sufficient
reason for buying it. Equally important is the question
of durability.

An

H C

Cream Harvester was put to a year’s test at the
factory— running steadily for 10 hours every working day. This is
equivalent to 20 years of ordinary use, figuring on a basis of half
an hour’s daily service. Yet in all this time there was no perceptible
wear. What better proof of I H C durability can you ask?

I

I

HC

Cream Harvesters

Dairymaid and Bluebell
have been paying cow owners big dividends for years. Their skimming
qualities are unequalled their ease of turning ease of cleaning and
durability are easily proved by the testimony of owners. Why not investigate?

—

—

—

H

You will find that I
C Cream Harvesters are the only separators with
dust-proof gears, which are easily accessible. The frame is entirely protected
from wear by phosphor bronze bushings. The I
C has large shafts,
bushings, and bearings.
The patented dirt-arrester removes the finest
particles of dirt from the milk before the milk is separated.
I
C Cream Harvesters are made in two styles Dairymaid, chain
drive, and Bluebell, gear drive each in four sizes. The I
C local agent
will be glad to point out the above features and many others, or, write
nearest branch house for catalogues.
CANADIAN BRANCHES— International Harvester Company of America at Brandon, Calgary,

H

H

—

—

Edmonton, Hamilton, Lethbridge, London, Montreal,
Saskatoon, St. John, Weyburn, Winnipeg, Yorkton.

International Harvester

North

Battleford,

Company

of

H

Ottawa,

America

(Incorporated)

Chicago
I

H C

The Bureau

USA

Service Bureau

a clearing house of agricultural
data. It aims to learn the best ways of doing
things on the farm, and then distribute the information. Your individual experience may help others.
Send your problem to the I H C Service Bureau.
is
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Capital Paid up

$6,200,000.00

Reserves

-

$7,200,000.00

Total Assets

-

$100,000,000.00

Branches

throughout

all

the

Canadian

Provinces,

New

Indies and Cuba, also at London, England, and

the

West

York.

Travellers’ Letters of Credit and ’Money Orders or Drafts issued

payable

any part

in

of the world.
Remittance Drafts cashed at
Savings Bank Accounts carried for Students and Staff

ruling rates.

(interest allowed).

_____
R.

Manager,

L.

TORRANCE,
Guelph.

_

KRESO

AN

IDEAL

DISINFECTANT, GERMICIDE, DEODORANT,
ANTISEPTIC AND PARASITICIDE.

For Hospitals, Veterinary and Domestic Use.

Write for

Descriptive Booklet.

Parke, Davis

&

Co.

Manufacturing Chemists and Biologists,

WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO
EASTERN DEPOT,

378 ST.

PAUL STREET,
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Cook Your Dinner
in a Paper Bag

*

Paper Bag Cookery is the invention of M. Soyer, a French chef, and
now being introduced into Canada for the first time.
The London Advertiser controls the sale of The Ermaline Patented
Paper Bag and is distributing them to its subscribers in large numbers.
SPECIAL FREE OFFER Send 50c for 3 months’ subscription to
the Daily Advertiser and receive The Advertiser Cook Book entitled
“Paper Bag Cookery” and 5 each of the three standard sizes of paper
bags free.
it

n
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ADDRESS

The London Advertiser Co.
LONDON, ONT.
A
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PERRIN’S

Newport
(hocolates
Delicious

creamy centres
Pure

fruit flavors

Snappy, crisp centres

Nut and novel combinations that appeal to particular tastes

ASK YOUR CATERER FOR THEM
Please mention the O. A. C.
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when answering advertisements.
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E. D. SMITH
Helderleigh Nurseries
WINONA, ONTARIO
Makes a

specialty of a full line of General Nursery Stock
Grown thrifty and clean.

—

—

all

Home-

FRUIT TREES (all of the best standard varieties)
SMALL FRUITS (Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Etc.)
GRAPE VINES
ROSES

Immense Stock

of

ORNAMENTAL TREES
850

and

SHRUBS

ACRES— ORCHARDS AND NURSERY BLOCKS.

Always pleased

to quote prices

and show visitors over our nurseries.

This shows part of our equipment at the
last year’s dairy test are largely due to

Winter

LOUDEN’S

Fair. The remarkable performances in
Tubular Stalls and Stanchions, for with

them the cows are always happy and contented.
Write us for Catalogue, and when in the City, come out

Louden Machinery
Please mention the 0. A. C.

REVIEW

to the factory.
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when answering advertisements.
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Steele, ®riggs

Seeds

are noted
everywhere
for
their

PURITY and RELIABILITY
Send us your name

for

our

splendid

Illustrated Catalogue
for 1912
good things for the farm
and garden. Also many valuable

It’s full of

introductions
interest

which

farmers,

are

sure

gardeners

to

and

amateurs

Steele, ffiriggs
TORONTO

Seed Co., ltd.
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Romantic and Picturesque Spain
RAMINO

DIAZ.

'The Niobe of Nations there she stands,
and crownless in her voiceless woes,
An empty urn within her wither’d hands,
Whose holy dust was scatter’d long ago.”
!

Childless

imt

General Remarks

wW iyA

'-Ci,

OW

many legends and traditions, true
and fabulous; how many songs and
ballads of love and war and chivalry
are associated with dear old Spain!
Spain is a romantic country. Its romanticism is derived from the brilliant regions
of the East and from the high-minded school

H

of Saracenic chivalry.

It is a country apart
the habits, manners, and modes of thinking
are very different from the rest of Europe.

Spain is poor,butherpeople are happy.
Their temperament and the beautiful southern climate help them. They
are clever, poetical, quick-witted, and
Their passion is
story-telling, which generally deals

proud-spirited.

with miraculous legends of Saints,
adventures of travellers,
and daring exploits of robbers.
perilous

“The Patio.”

The city is in darkness and we are
wandering around the streets. The
notes of a guitar and the click of
castanets and the singing of typical
Spanish songs attract our attention.
go into a patio or court-yard and

We

there

we

see a scene of true Spanish
festivity.
Singers, players, dancers,

and

belles with their beaux are gathered together. They are dancing the
popular fandango.
The songs are
amorous ditties, moorish romances,
and ballads. Let us leave them enjoying themselves and let me give you

a description of the patio.

It is sur-

rounded by marble columns, paved
with flag-stones. A fountain in the
middle with flowers all around it

make it gay. The walls are covered
with a thick matting of vines. The
ivy, passion flower, jasmine, honeysuckle,
climbing-rose,
and other
creepers weave this mat with their
interlaced leaves, and adorn it with
their flowers. A considerable part of
the patio is covered with a leafy arbor and in its centre rises a mass of

THE.
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grouped closely on
There are carnations, roses, sweet casil, southern
wood, kneeholy, Hottentot cherry,
laurel and quantities of sweet fouro’clocks.
All around there are borders, fitted with flowers too, and as
a background to the flowers there are
hedges of reeds and canes. The bees
and wasps buzz about and make the
patio lively during the day, and the
nightingale furnishes music through
potted

plants,

wooden

shelves.

the long summer night.
What
beautiful scene for a painter.

C.

REVIEW.

lovers and had her closely watched.

The troubadour was

slain,

and the

Countess rather than become the
wife of Don Diego died by her own
hand.
It is related that in sorrow
and remorse the Count Rodrigo later

committed

suicide,

and since

that

time the castle has been haunted.

a

The Feudal Castle.
The morning is bright and balmy.
The valley before us presents a beau-

On the opposite height
ruined towers may be seen.
They
are the remains of a powerful Moorish castle. Many are the legends
that make it so romantic.
The legend attached to the castle in question was told to us by an old lady.
“It was in the 15th century when
those ruined towers you see on yonder hill were inhabited by Count Rodrigo, a tyrant who made slaves of
the peasantry.
He had an only
daughter, the Countess Olimpie, who
fell in love with a poor but gallant
troubadour.
The father of Olimpie
was not satisfied with his daughter’s
lover.
He wanted her to marry Don
Diego de Xiemenez, a young cavalier
who had distinguished himself on
different battle-fields; and according
to Spanish custom arranged for the
marriage.
tiful view.

One stormy
darkness,

made

his

night, unseen in the

young troubadour
way to the window of his
Upon becoming aware of
this

lady love.
his presence she lowered a rope ladder and he entered her room. But
her father had become suspicious of
a secret attachment between the

When

great storms rock the moun-

tains the melodious voice of the trou-

badour may be heard. Clothed in a
white gown the fair Olimpie is seen
listening to the song, while below
with naked swords the Count Rodrigo and Don Diego are watching.

Around

all,

a

fitful,

ghastly, yellow

wavers and vanishes. And in all this district no peasant can be persuaded to approach

light intermittently

the ancient stronghold after nightfall.”

Rural Spain.
Spain as a whole has not the
charms of voluptuous Italy. She is
not a soft southern country as many
writers picture her. In some aspects
she is stern and melancholy, but in
others possesses a charm and a beauty

THE.
peculiarly her own.
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Tuan Valera, a

famous

Spanish writer, thus describes the south of Spain: “Among
the rock roses, the tamarinds, the
lentils, and the laurestines, in the
thickets of the craggy sierra, in the
shade of high pines and close branching cork oaks live the valiant boars

and the fleet-footed deer. In all the
fertile plains abound rabbits, hares,
partridges, moorhens, and every variety of dove, from the wild gray
pigeon with white neck to the stock
dove. The olive crop has no sooner
begun to ripen than the thrushes
flock over from Africa, filling the
air
with living clouds.
Linnets,
loriots, and yellow hammers make
the spring merry with their songs.
The Guadalquivir furnishes fat shad
and enormous pike, while in all the
small rivers and streams are found
an abundance of eels. The flora of
this country is favored by a kindly
heaven in whose zenith, according to
popular conviction is placed the
throne of the Holy Trinity.
It is
enough to know that the thousand
and one orchards of Cabra are an
earthly paradise.
There, if mythology were still in fashion, we might
say Pomona had placed her throne,
and continuing in the same vein we
might add without the least hyperbole that Pales, the god of flocks and
shepherds, reigns in the lonely regions of the desert, Aves in the fields
that extend between Baena and
Valenzuela, while Bacchus holds sway
over the Moriles, whose wine excels
that of Terez (Sherry) in every way.”

Beauty
gifts

The Spanish
and grace

among

Girl.

are common
the Spanish girls. They

walk and dance charmingly. Country dances, the waltz, and the polka
are becoming general, but the fan-

C.

REVIEW.
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dango still remains most popular.
The girls are almost always engaged
while young to some one chosen by
The ensuing courttheir parents.
would be considered very
ship
strange in this country. Punctually
the maiden appears at her window

every evening to talk to her lover,
in this manner the love-making
These engagements
is accomplished.
often last for many years but when
finally the Spanish girl does marry
she occupies an enviable position,
reigning a veritable queen in her own

and

household.

The Spanish
pathetic

girl

has a deeply sym-

and

nature,

free

is

from

sentiment-

false

She

alism.

is

of

a deeply religious

£

nature and in the
church finds a
source of comher
all
fort in
woes. She
healthy

is

and
t

vig-

orous, ris-

),ging

early

A and often
taking a
long walk
in the country or
in the parks. Perhaps her
most
conspicuous virtue is her womanliness for she
is above all else a woman, capable
above all things of making a happy
home.
One travelling through the
country and observing her beauty
and womanly charm in the rural districts must exclaim as did Washington Irving: “Give me the rude mountain scramble the half wild yet frank
and hospitable manners of her people, which impart such a charming
atmosphere to romantic old Spain.”

^

—

;
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T is

not generally realized that when
is taken from the nursery
I row, a large part of the root
system is left in the ground. The
balance between the roots and the
tops is thus destroyed, and obviously
a part of the top should be removed.
All bruised and torn roots should be
carefully removed and cut back to
healthy tissue, leaving smoothly-cut
ends that will readily heal; if this
is not done, decay is likely to set in,
which may seriously injure the tree.
Long, straggling roots may well be
shortened, and any tangled mass of
fine roots should be shortened and
thinned.
a tree

Form of Tree.
In training trees, one of two ideals
must be adopted, known as the pyramidal and vase forms. The former
preserves the leader, which is made
to form a central shaft to the tree.
This style has the advantage of more
bearing surface, as the leader grows
and in time forms a “two-storied”

The objection to tall trees are
apparent, and need not be discussed
here.
Some varieties, as the Gano,
Ben Davis and Northern Spy are inclined to produce too many branches,
and because of their position they
make a weak growth and produce intree.

ferior
fruit

Eventually the best
produced at the top of the

fruit.
is

tree.

The leader is done away with in
the vase form, and a few limbs,
usually not more than five, are
chosen to form the

top.

less open-centered tree is

A

more or

thus formed, but by skillful pruning this space
is occupied by branches of bearing

REEVES
wood.

Very

tall

trees

are

thus

avoided.

Shaping the Newly-Planted Tree.
First there are two types of trees
used for planting, the yearling tree
and the trees two years or more from

bud or root

graft.

The older trees
formed in the

either have their heads

nursery or have the lower branches
removed so that the scaffold branches
must be selected from the remaining
upper shoots. As these often form
a poor framework strong yearling
trees are always preferable.

Should

the older tree be supplied with suitable limbs at the point where the
is desired, from three to five
preferably three, should be selected
and these shortened to a sound bud
within twelve or fourteen inches of
the main stem.
Yearling trees which may be reasonably
expected
to
send
out

head

branches all along the stem should
be headed back to eighteen inches
above the point where the lowest
limb is wanted.
The term “low-headed” is a relative one, but a top may be considered
low when the first branch is 30 inches
from the ground. Should suitable
branches fail to grow, one of the
lower branches must be developed to

form a new head.
The trees should be gone over
several times during the first

summer

remove surplus shoots, and especially those that push out below the
point where the lowest branch is
wanted.
Occasionally some of the
to

upper branches develop a vigorous

growth at the expense of the others.

THE
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These should be headed back so as to
give all a chance to develop, otherwise some of the important scaffold
limbs may be very weak at the close
of the season.

When a branch is headed back,
great pains should be taken to make
a slanting cut just above a sound
bud. A sharp knife is better for this
purpose than the pruning shears, for
for the reason that on small limbs a
cleaner, sharper cut can be made,
cut should be started a little below
the bud, and with one movement the
blade is brought out just above the
This will leave only a small
bud.
surface exposed.
Where cuts are
far
or
made too
above
too close to the
last bud, dead stubs will later be
found which are more or less objectionable. If made too close the bud
may be so injured that a stub is formed that will die back at least to the
next sound bud.
The position of the buds on the
branches is of considerable importance in pruning.
For example, one
would not expect a bud situated on
the lower side of a nearly horizontal
limb to develop an upright growth
comparable to one on the upper side.
In general, then, one should cut off
the branches just above a bud that
points in the general direction it is
hoped the branch will take. One cannot hope to overcome varietal tendencies entirely, but they may be modified.
By cutting to outside buds, the
upright growing kinds may be spread
somewhat, and similarly, the spreading varieties may be contrasted by
cutting to inside buds.
As soon as the trees are planted,
the top should be cut back as described above. With yearling trees a
profusion of branches will be pushed
By the time these branches beout.
gin to grow, the roots are established,

REVIEW.
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and new ones formed, so that an
adquate supply of food materials is
It will be remembered,
however, that the plant cannot use
these materials until they have been
made over into food in the leaves. It
is for this reason that a large leaf
surface is necessary; and this surface is also desirable to afford shade
provided.

protection from the sun.

The kind of top which the tree is
assume is developed with the first
season’s pruning, which should be begun in most sections not earlier than

to

March.
If performed
time must elapse before the wounds can heal, and necessarily the cut surfaces are exposed
that much longer to the drying action of the sun, wind and frost. Then,
too, there is always more or less danger from winterkilling after the time
when early pruning is done, so that
the trees, would need to be gone over
a second time.
If the lowest branch has been
formed at twenty inches from the
ground, the highest branch should be
at least a foot above it; two feet
would be better. A common mistake
is to cut trees back too far, thus
crowding the branches.
This mistake often results in long willowy
branches that droop with a load of
fruit and this is the main reason for
condemning low-headed trees.
It is a common but mistaken notion that trunks gradually get longer
as the trees continue to grow.
In
forming the head one should have in
mind what the appearance of the
limbs will be when they have attained a diameter of six or more inches.
Second year. It may be regarded
the

first

of

earlier, a long

;

—

as a rule that

when

back, unless the cut

a limb
is

is

made

cut
just

above a strong lateral, two or more
branches will start near the cut end,

;
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and some of the lower buds will also
develop into shoots. The usual practice is to allow two of these to grow
to form additional framework for the
tree. The two chosen should be some
distance apart, one at the end and
one farther back, and so placed that
the formation of notches will be im-

The secondary branches

possible.

are cut back from one-half to twothirds of their growth, and the surplus laterals are shortened to one or

two buds, so that they may

later de-

velop fruit spurs and also shade the

branches with their clusters of leaves.
many have formed, some of
them should, of course, be removed.
Some growers object to headingin trees at all, for the reason that all
of the buds are likely to develop into
branches and so the formation of
If too

fruit-spurs

is

plus branches
it is

retarded, and the sur-

must be cut

highly desirable that

out.
all

But

of the

buds should develop, and then by
heading them back to spurs, as just
mentioned, the formation of fruitspurs is largely under the control of
the pruner.

I

I

I

I

;

;

—

;
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Any tendency toward one-sidedmay be corrected to some extent,

ness

and open spaces filled in by choosing
branches which grow in the general
direction of the vacancy.
Then, by
cutting to a bud, that is on the side
toward the opening, such faults may
be gradually overcome.
Third

Year.

— The

the tree should
so that

it

framework

now be

will require less attention

from this time on. Surplus branches
and those that rub or are inclined to
form crotches should be removed.
Very vigorous growths should also
be headed-in.
Application to Pyramidal Trees

Thus far the discussion has been confined to the shaping of open or vase-

formed

If a leader is desired,

trees.

the treatment

practically the same,
except that the upper shoot is allowed to grow with little heading-in.
Branches are allowed to develop on
the leader at proper intervals, using

the

same care

is

as to location, pruning

and development as

in

the former

case.

would be true, for there are those who trust me
I would be pure, for there are those who care
would be strong, for there is much to suffer
I would be brave, for there is much to dare.
would be friend of all the foe the friendless;
I would be giving and forget the gift;
would be humble, for I know my weakness
I would look up
and laugh and love and lift.
Howard Arnold Walter.

—

—

of

well formed,

—

—

—

—
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A

S

came round the bush
aware of four beggars

I

shade of

it,

counting

I

was

in the

their

And very

“Plenty of

spoils.

gar,

pThey sat at their ease with food and
a flagon of wine before them and silver cups, for all the world like gentlefolks on a picnic, only happier.
But
I knew them for beggars by the boldness of their asking eyes, and the
crook in their fingers.
They looked at me curiously, as if
to say, “What do you bring us?”
“Nothing, gentlemen,” I answered,
“I am only seeking information.”
At this they moved uneasily and
glanced at one another with a crafty
Their crooked fingers
fierceness.
closed around the cups.
“Are you a collector of taxes?”
cried the first beggar.
“Certainly not,” I replied with
heat, “but a payer of them.”
“Come, come,” said the beggar,
with a wink at his comrades, no inOnly a prudent habit
sult intended.
of ours in these days of mixed society.
But you are evidently poor and honest.
Take a chair on the grass.
Honesty we love, and to poverty we

that?”

have no objection
if

—

in fact

we admire

”

So I sat down in the shade of the
bush and lit my pipe to listen. In a
hot field below a man was ploughing
The reins
in the heat of the sun.
hung about his neck like a halter, and
he clung to the jerking handles of
the plough while the furrows of red
earth turned and fell behind him like
welts on the flank of the hill.
“A hard life,” said the second beggar, draining his cup, “but healthy.

The world must

useful.

have bread.”
“else

it,”

said the third beg-

what would

become

of

He nodded down

the valley, where
tall spires pointed toward the
blue
and taller chimneys veiled it with
black. The huddled city seemed to
move and strain and quiver under
the dusky curtain and the fumes of
its toil hung over it like steam from a
sweating horse.
“It is a sad sight,” said the fourth
beggar, waving his hand with the
gesture of an orator. “Shakespeare
was right when he said, ‘God made
made the
the country and man
Admit for the present that
town/
The time
cities are necessary evils.
is coming when every man must have
Meanwhile let us
his country place.
cultivate the rural virtues.”
He smacked his lips and then lifted
the flagon.
“Right,” said the first beggar, “a
”
toast, ‘To the simple life.’
So the four quaffed a cupful of
wine and I a puff of smoke to the
simple life.
In the bush was a bird very busy
He perched on a
catching flies.
branch, darted into the air, caught
his fly, and fluttered to another
branch. Between flies he chirped and
.

—

—

fluttered cheerfully.

“Beautiful bird,” said the

first

beg-

gar, leaning back, “a model of cheer-

ful

industry.

What

do

they

call

him?”

“A
has so

warbler,” said
little

I,

“because he

voice.”

“He might sing

better,” observed

THE
the second beggar,

“if

0.
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he did not

work so hard catching flies.”
But the fourth beggar sighed and
wiped the corner of his left eye, for
he was a tender-hearted man on one
side.

“I

am

thinking,” said he, “of the

poor flies.”
“Bet you a hundred to ten
doesn’t catch the next one,” said
third beggar.
“Done,” cried the others, but
fore the stakes were counted out
bird

I

began,

beggar.

“If

we

I

am

hapiness.”

the

said

beggar,

third

tossing a gold coin in the

air.

The

people heard you.

“You

be-

of happiness
religion,
philosophy,
philanthrophy poppycock.
It
is
luck, sheer luck.
Life is a game of

the

when they

tell it,

your immoral
a Reformer. This
is the worst world possible, and that
is why I enjoy it.
It gives me my
chance to make orations about reform. Philanthrophy is the secret of
selfish religion or

philosophy.

talk as

“It is a professional secret,” said
first

243

the

had stripped the gilded bands from
their cigars and lighted them, “what
is it that makes you all so innocently
merry and contented in this troublous
world?”
the

your

“Piffle,”

he

had flown.

“Tell me, sirs,”

REVIEW.
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you

away.”
“Never,” I answered. “I only want
to put it into a poem.”
The beggars looked at one another
and laughed heartily. “That will do
no harm,” said they, “our secret will
be safe there.”
“Well, then,” said the first beggar
gravely, “it is religion. We approve
the conduct of Providence. It must
be all right. The Lord is on our side.
We
It would be wicked to ask why.
practise the grace of resignation, and
will give it

find peace.”

“No,” said the second beggar smilan old wives’ tale. It
is philosophy that makes us contentNothing could be unless it was,
ed.
nothing
and
is different from what it
has to be. Evolution goes on evolving all the time. So here we are, you
see, in the best world possible at the
present moment. Why not make the
most of it? Pass me the flagon.”
ing, “religion is

“Not at all,” interrupted the fourth
beggar loudly, “I will have none of

if

—
—

secret

chance. Heads I win, tails you lose.
Will you match me, Master Poet?”
“You will have to excuse me,” I
said,

“I

pocket.

have only a penny

But

I

your answers.

am

still

in

my

puzzled by

You seem of many
spirit.
You are all

minds, but of one

equally contented.

The eyes

How

is

this?”

of the beggars turned to

the piles of booty in front of them,
and they all nodded their heads wisely as if to say, “you can see?”
A packet of papers lay before the
first beggar and his look lingered on
them with love.
“How came you by these?” I asked.

“An old gentleman gave them to
me,” he answered. “He said he was
my grandfather. He was an unpleasant old fellow, but God rest his
These are all gilt-edged.”
soul.
The second beggar was playing
with a heap of jewels. He was a
handsome fellow with fine hands.
“How did you get these pretty
things?” said I.
“By consenting to be married,” he
She
replied.
“It was easy enough.
defecis
grammar
squints, and her
tive, but she is a good little thing.”
The third beggar ran his fingers
through the pile of gold before him,
and took up a coin, now and then, to
flip it in

“How

the

air.

did you earn this?”

I

asked.

—
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“Earn it?” said he scornfully, “do
you take me for a laboring man?
These fellows here lent me something, and I bet on how much corn

down there with the
plough would raise and the rest
why, the rest was luck, sheer

that fellow

—

luck.”

“And you?” I turned to the fourth
beggar, who had a huge bag beside
him, so full of silver that the dimes
and quarters ran from the mouth of
it.

“I,” said
er.

he

loftily,

The people

whatever

I

love

“am

a Reformgive me

me and

want, because

I tell

that these other beggars

them

have

no

C.

REVIEW.

am going to
be President.”
At this they all burst into shouts
of laughter and rolled on the grass.
Even the Reformer chuckled a little.
While they were laughing the
ploughman came up with an axe and
began to chop at the bush.
“What are you doing to our bush?”
cried the beggars.
“Chopping it down,” said the
right to their money.

I

ploughman.
“But why?” cried they.
“I must plough this field,” said he.
So the beggars grabbed their spoils
and scuttled away to other countries,
and I went on over the hill.

PUT ON THE BRAKES.
What’s the use of all the hurry,
All the skurry and the flurry?
There’s no use to try and get ahead too fast;
Ease up sometimes on the hustle
That is strainin’ every muscle,
Just rest up and watch the tide of life go past.
’Course, you’ve got to keep a-goin’
you want to keep a-growin’,
But you do not have to hit the topmost speed.
There’s no use to strain your b’iler
To become the fastest miler,
For you’re usin’ up the strength you’re goin’ to need.
If

Feller needs a little leisure,
frequent dash of pleasure,
he’s got to sand the track and slack his pace,
Or his engine will be breakin’
And his nerves will all be shakin’
And he won’t be fit to finish in the race.
’Course, you got to keep a-joggin’
Or your wheels will all be cloggin’,

And a
And

But you needn’t be the swiftest in the game.
Learn your speed and then go to it
And you’ll never have to rue it;
Take your time and you will get there just the same.
Brooklyn Eagle.

—

;
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a

HILE wheat

ily,

grown

on

the fertile prairie, the oat,
of the same botanical fam-

holds the

first

place on the On-

For many years

tario farm.

grown

B.S.A.,

continues to be

the main crop

member

principally

as

a

owing

to

its

horses, but,

value, being rich in bone

forming constituents,
as a food for

all

it

it

was

food

for

nutritive

and muscle
is

now used

classes of stock.

Many varieties of oats are being
grown, early and late varieties open
and closed panicles short, plump
kernels, and long, slender kernels
some thin-hulled, others with a thick
hull; some yellow, some white and
;

;

some black
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Facto:

WHALE,

B.

C.

in color.

a well known fact that all
varieties of oats have the power of
It is

adapting themselves to their surroundings either by stooling or tillering, more stalks coming out from a
single oat when not closely crowded
by other plants. Strange though it
may seem, there appears to be little
information regarding the
definite
stooling of oats as a factor in determining the amount of seed which is required per acre in order to give the
best results. While it is true that the
stooling of the oat plant is influenced
by the fertility of the soil, and the
conditions of the weather, it is also
true that it is influenced by the variety of grain and by the thickness of
sowing. The fertility of the soil, the
thickness of the sowing, and the
varieties used are largely under the
control of the farmer. Therefore the

ORANGEVILLE, ONT.
stooling of the

oat-crop should

be

by the farmer.
What work has been done shows
that two bushels and one-half per
acre gave better results than sowing
closely studied

thinner or thicker.
In the spring of 1910 the writer
determined to find out for his own
satisfaction
as far as one year's
results could be relied upon
which
rate of sowing would give the best

—

—

all-round results.

Three varieties of oats were chosen
for the experiment, Tartar King, Yellow Russian and Joanette. These
were planted on good clay loam soil,
in plots containing
part of an acre. The
in rows eight inches
1.98 inches to .495

one-thousandth

sown
and from

oats were
apart,

inches apart in

the row, according to the rate

of

sowing which was one, two, three and
four bushels per acre respectively.
By hand-picking the seed, a uni-

form sample of medium sized kernels
was got of each variety and the plots
were sown on April 22nd and 23rd.
Cool, wet weather followed and
germination was slow. The Joanette
were first and the Tartar King last to
germinate. At first, growth was most
rapid where the oats were sown the
thickest and germination was somewhat better.
The stooling was closely watched
and noted. The Joanette stooled best,
having from three to seven stalks to
a plant. The Yellow Russian from
three to five while the Tartar King
had but one to three.

;
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On

the thin sowing to a greater extent
than the thicker sowing. The weight
per measured bushel also varied
somewhat, but the thick sowing test-

the one and two bushel plots of
each variety the straw was taller,
stiffer and darker colored than those
sown more thickly. The heads of the
grain were also longer and larger.

ed the highest in each case.
In weight of straw we again have
varied results with the exception of
the Joanette. Sowing three bushels
per acre gave the heaviest weight of
straw.
After watching the growth of the
plants from the time the seed germinated until the crop was ripe, and
then considering the results obtained
in yield of grain and weight of straw,
it was plainly seen that stooling was

With the thicker sowing the straw
was spindly and the heads small.
The following table gives the results of the experiments.

It

the percent, of rust, which

shows
was a

comparison between the varieties
also the average height, the time it
took to mature, weight per measured
bushel, yield of straw and grain per
plot; also the yield figured out per

acre:

REVIEW.
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1

grain

grain

rust
straw
mature

acre

straw
bushel.

height,

bus.

per

of

ton

lbs.
oz.

of

of

of

of

per

to

plot,

plot,

acre,

acre,

cent,
measured

Average

Weight

Weight

Weight

Days

Bus.

Joanette

1

U

2

u

9
O

a

4

Yellow Russian.
u

u

it

u

U

U

Tartar King.
u

u

a

u

u

u

1

2
o

o

4

.

.

1

2
3

4

»

inches

per

per

108
108
106
106

42.

6

34.5

4.5

41.5

6

34.

5.

40.

5

35.

4.

38.

4

35.5

113
113
111
111

45.

9

45.

9

43.

116
116
113
113

Weight

Weight

Variety

per

per

per

2.25

69.85

2.5

68.

2.

66.37

3.8

38
37
36
36

1.9

66.37

33.

4.5

33

2.25

60.6

33.

4.8

32.5

2.4

59.7

8

34

5

2.5

62.5

42.

7

33.5

5

34
33

2.5

60.6

50.

32.

3.5

30.

1.75

55.14

32.5

4.

30.5

2.

56.06

47.

12
12
10

33.5

5.

33.

2.5

60.6

45.

8

34.

4.5

32.5

2.25

59.7

48.

In looking over the table of results
obtained from the experiment it will
be seen that the days of maturity
differed both in variety and rate of
sowing. The weather being exceedingly warm one or two days made a
big difference in the ripening, and
the oats were all cut as near the same
stage of maturity as possible.
With each variety, the rust affected

an

influential factor in crop produc-

tion.

However,

in

most cases the

thicker sowing gave the largest yield
of grain, although the increase in
yield over the thinner sowing was not

always in proportion to the amount of
seed sown. In some instances the
thin sowing yielded best. With the
Yellow Russian one bushel gave the

same

yield as

where

four

bushels

;
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King grown under similar condiThe experiment shows two

were sown, showing that one kernel

tar

in the first case,

produced as much as
four kernels where four bushels were
sown.
Throughout the experiment the
Yellow Russian variety impressed

tions.

the writer most favorably.

bushels per acre of Joanette, or three
bushels of either of the other two
varieties to be liberal seeding, but no
hard and fast rule can be laid down.
As soil and weather conditions differ

medium

It

was a

gave a good quality
of straw of fair length, and kernels
of grain were bright and plump, averaging 28.7 per cent, of hull.
stooler,

The

variety
Joanette
showed
the greatest stooling propensity and
gave the heaviest yield of grain, averaging 24.1 per cent, of hull. But the
straw was very fine and spindly, not
having the quality of the Yellow
Russian.
The Tartar King, while a good oat
in many respects, did not prove to
have the power of adapting itself to
its surroundings by tillering as did
While the
the other two varieties.
kernel was large, it was thick in the
hull, averaging 36.8 per cent.
The
straw was stiff and coarse, being the
opposite of the Joanette variety. The
experiment shows that coarse straw
and thick hulls go together and are
accompanied by poor stooling proper-

with different localities, the farmer
should determine the proper amount
of seed to sow on his particular farm.
It is

farmer

to

amount

sow

to

varieties, but our

are

farmer must use his own judgment
as to the thickness of sowing, taking
into consideration the fertility of the
All

varieties

stool

better on

rich soil than on soil lacking in fertility.

From

the figures shown, it is plainheavier yield of grain
is obtained from less seed sown of
the Joanette variety than of the Tarly seen that a

of

all

the different

experiment stations

endeavoring

to

ascertain

stooling properties of the

the

most prom-

ising varieties of oats, so as to cal-

culate the proper quantity of seed to

sow per acre. The farmer can take
one variety of oats, and sow several
plots at different rates per acre. From
these he can judge which is the best
thickness to sow the seed on his land.
By comparing his results with those
obtained at the experimental station,
a ratio can be struck that will hold
good with other varieties of oats he
might wish to sow.
Instead

Since the experiment shows one
variety of oat to have greater stooling propensities than the other, the

on the experiments
determine the exact

to carry

necessary

ties.

soil.

impossible for the individual

way
seed,

of

the

usual

haphazard

amount of
because that particular amount

of sowing a certain

customary, the farmer should study
the conditions on his own farm. If
one sows too much grain per acre the
straw is spindly and the heads small

is

if too little is sown the crop has
a
greater tendency to rust, to be immature in the straw, and to break
with a storm.
But these difficulties can be overcome by a knowledge of the different varieties and
their effect on crop production.
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popularity of the gasoline
engine as a source of cheap
power has been the cause of
their installation on many farms in
Ontario.
How long this popularity
will
will last
depend largely on the
man who operates the engine. Where
engines are now installed, everything
is in first-class working order and the
engine does everything claimed for it.
A new engine will run for a time under gross neglect, but if the neglect
continues, it will become a source of
trouble.
A new engine taken care
of will run satisfactorily during the
lifetime of the operator.
Know your engine acquaint yourself with every working part and
understand the function of each.
Study each part from battery to balance wheel before attempting to

T

;

operate.

Proper lubrication is of the utmost
importance, so do not use oils of uncertain composition in engine cylinder.
Use the highest grade cylinder

and see that the

oil feed or lubricdoing its part. Keep the oil
and cup grease supplies clean and
absolutely free from dust and grit.
The engine’s power may be reduced
one half by neglect in not keeping
cylinder properly oiled or by using a
low grade oil and allowing cylinder to
oil

ator

On

REVIEW.

over the surface (that has been exposed to the exploding gasoline vapor) by cranking the engine with exhaust valve and compression vents
open, will loosen up any sort of
foreign substance that may have accumulated and put it in such a condition that it will be blown out through
relief valve on starting the engine.
By using only high grade gasoline
little trouble will be experienced with

accumulations of soot or grease on
points of spark plug. By keeping all
electrical connections tight, bright
and clean, stops may be avoided. By
purchasing batteries that give a high
efficiency test, 25 ohms or better, and
using enough to give a good strong
spark, ignition troubles will be avoidOne “dead” battery may spoil a
ed
“die”
Batteries
quickly
system.
sometimes, so when your engine stops
look to the sparking device first.

Engines of the thermo syphon cooling type should have cylinder jackets
and connections drained when freezing weather occurs.

is

carbonize.

those farms where the engine
used every day, the cylinder should
be flushed out each week with high
grade kerosene. A pint of coal oil
poured into the cylinder at close of
day’s work and thoroughly splashed
is

C.

Keep the engine
tight.

clean.

Keep valves

See that no leaks occur through

loose packing, loose

cylinder

rings,

Loose bolts, overheated cylinders and mufflers are a
source of danger. Go over your
engine before starting every time and
see that everything is as it should
This precaution may prevent a
be.
wreck. In a word take as good care
of your engine as you do of your
favorite horse and it will be a source
of as much pleasure and profit.
loose valves, etc.
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“Journalism offers a living.

mighty work awaits anyone who
of agriculture. It
”
as the world.’

A

Profession

is

a

Sphere

Napoleon said: “Get your princiand the rest is but a matter
of detail.” Had he known aught of
journalism he might have said: “Let

ples right

a man lay his foundation soundly,
give him the opportunity, and he’ll

come through

to

journalist

right.”

be

a

successful
Journalistic

work, like other difficult work, is
easy when you know how. It is simply a matter of juggling twenty-six
little black marks and six punctuation

and lo the work is done. But
before one can “juggle” the little
black marks and the punctuation
signs acceptably there must precede
signs,

!

some course of training.
The journalist must have a well
stored mind. He must have the faculty of accurate observation.
Then
he must have the natural ability, or
must develop it, to express himself on
paper, and to do it quickly. The agricultural journalist must have and develop these qualifications, and he
must also be equipped with a working
knowledge of

all things pertaining to
the farm. Indeed if he would keep
properly in touch with his readers he
must be, or have been, a practical and
successful farmer, capable of doing all
kinds of farm work, and must know
from first-hand experience just what
should be “next” when and how to
do it. Then, granted that he has the
journalistic
sense— the newspaper
“nose” and has such a liking for his

—

—
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NIXON.

Its reward is not riches. But a great and
in this day can step out and lead the cause

Worth While.

all

C.

the grandest of

Offering
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all

professions.

‘Its

scope

is

as wide

work that

his very heart and soul
enter therein, that man cannot fail
of being a successful agricultural
journalist,

reaching

and

his

work have a
for

influence

uplift

far-

and

good.

The Rock on Which to Build.
Education provides the tools with
which the journalist works. Yet education, as ordinarily thought of, will
not

make

a journalist.

ever, the rock base

It

on which

is,

how-

to build.

Journalism must be learned in the
It cannot be learned
editorial room.
An attempt to teach one
in college.
shoemaking as a fine art from a series
of addresses would bring well-nigh as
satisfactory

results.

The substruc-

ture, not the superstructure, is the

grounding for a career in journalism.
The former you may get in college;
the latter must come from the newspaper shop.
In Canada there is not an unlimited field calling for an unlimited number of agricultural journalists. The
field is fairly extensive, however.
It
is growing,
and like other professions, there is room at the top. There
is a great and growing need for more
and better agricultural writers
writers on farm topics who know
whereof they write, and who have an
estimable standing in their home
communities.
During the past three years scarcely one acceptable article have we received from contributors other than
on solicitation. Articles there come

—
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But they lack in the essenfeatures of the practical and the
condensation demanded by the leading farm papers and magazines. Men
without a message seek to fill our
columns at so much “per.” Little, if
any, of this gets past the knowing
editor of the progressive, practical
a-plenty.
tial

need has been defined as
one not having something that someThe agricultural
one else wants.
press knows what it wants.
It is
looking for men to supply the need.
At present the supply comes mainly
from men untrained in the art of
writing, but having a message, gainin

ed from experience, which in bloodsweat they tear from their very
souls. This matter is difficult to get,
but once gotten it is worth the effort
and it counts when put in type and
circulated.
Men who are able, and
will seek to better supply this want
will never be required to live in need.
Too many will seek for the product

they

will offer.

A
And
ers

so

Call for Writers.

it is

a better class of writ-

—agricultural

writers

—that

is

wanted. Young men at college and
ex-students who have been at college
to these in the days to come the

—

farm press must look and pay for
help.

Then there is a yet more urgent
for farm trained men to write.

call

Great economic questions have arisen
young country. These questions are such that our farmers alone
must be the prime movers in working
out their solution.
Happy will be
that man (or men) who in these days
of his youth fits himself to take his
place in Canadian rural citizenship,
not only in his own community, but
throughout the land, by virtue of his
in this

REVIEW.

pen brought to bear upon these
economic
questions
voicing
his
thought on paper, speaking to and
leading on the great voiceless multitudes the
farmers and working
people who little know how to and
scarce can protect their own.
To write an article is really like
making a speech a very simple matFirst
ter.
it
requires that one
have something to say, then say
Most people look upon a task
it.
o f writing for the press as something
quite apart from them.
The task
grows bigger and bigger as they
think of it, whereas it is only a matter of putting down one thing after
another in logical order, observing
those rules and artifices of English
composition known to any student
who has passed the fourth grade of
our public schools.

—

—

—

farm paper.

A man

C.

quite wrong to think of an
on a practical farm subject as
something vast, something beyond
one’s ability to put down on paper.
Granted, of course, one must know
his subject.
He can discuss it inThen why can he not
telligently.
It is

article

—

write it?

The best way

to begin

an

article is

Let the
“atmosphere” take care of itself. No
one cares to read the introduction.
This is a busy world. Time is too
valuable for one to wade through unnecessary frills and furbelows. The
secret is then to wade right in. Say
what you have to say. Then quit
not a hard thing, to be sure.
to

plunge

right

into

it.

Not a day passes but evidence in
abundance is forthcoming, all going
to demonstrate that plenty of talent is
scattered about out of which good
writers can be made. The best
articles for the farm press most frequently come from men wholly inex-

!
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training.

more courage.

sense of pleasure never quite leaves

matter how much he writes,
old he grows.
A man may
weary of law and medicine and business and idleness and amusement, but
he will never cease to get pleasure
out of writing, if he puts his heart

Journalism As a Profession.

what

the professional
What does professional journalism
offer as a sphere worth while? How
of

does it compare with other branches
of professional work?
It offers a living. Its reward is not
riches.
It does offer a sphere worth
while. Journalism is the grandest of

Frank Munsey,
all the professions.
probably the greatest journalist of
the day says: “Its scope is as wide as
the world.” The lawyer has comparatively

few

The doctor’s
number many more.

clients.

patients will not

The clergyman’s voice reaches a
thousand ears, while the writer talks
often to
to hundreds of thousands
millions. Formerly the orator swayed
the people, but this is the day of the

—

writer. Through the medium of the
press he wields an influence so vast
that he has become an unequalled

power for good or evil.
“If you fix upon journalism for
your life work, you will enter upon a
career that has no limitation. There
moreover, no calling, I believe, so
The youngster who for
the first time sees something in the
paper that he has fashioned from his
own vocabulary is on the highest
This
peak of earthly happiness.
is,

fascinating.
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These need but

that the other fellow is not so sharp
or clever after all; and behold! there
would be writers “to burn.”

But

REVIEW.

C.

They need a little
They need to know

perienced in writing.
little

A.

0.

one, no

how

or

into it.”

Opportunity for Leaders.
great and mighty work awaits
anyone who in this day can step out
and lead the cause of agriculture;
of
lead it in the practical things
every-day farm work, lead it on the
great economic questions of the day.
The call for the right men is
urgent. For years all have given at-

A

tention to the production of wealth.

thought has been bestowed
upon its distribution. Something is
wrong. Wrong with farming, as it is
known today. One prominent man
prescribes one remedy, the next advances some other; another has still
a third, and so on ad infinitum. Like
a lot of doctors in consultation round
about the sick bed of the farmer, each
Little

has his favorite prescription.
For the man who can dig down,
ascertain the real facts, then sound
the battle cry he can do it effectivehistory
ly only through the press
will speak well of him.
And so it behooves every young
man of today not to be unmindful of
his proficiency with the pen. In it he
has a privilege and a duty. College
men from Guelph, at least, will ever
stand ready to exercise it. So may it

—

be.

^50
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this season of the year
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A.

when

dairy cows and
cows of other kinds are closehoused, and all milking is done
profitable

within the shelter of a stable, the
content of the milk runs
very high. This is due to accumulating bacteria-bearing dust and filth
that finds its way unnoticed into the
milk pail. People who buy milk produced in the ordinary way, from
stables where no attention is paid to
cleanliness, get more than milk. They
get a mixture of bacteria and milk

bacterial

largely bacteria.

Recent experiments were conducted in certain stables to determine the
number of bacteria and the importance of precautionary measures to
avoid contamination. Air, ceiling,
fixtures and windows were kept in a
clean fresh condition at all times, but
the bacterial content still ran high. In
further attempts to lower the bacterial content, sprinkling the
bedding
was tried. This prevented the rise of
dust particles and resulted in a lowering of bacterial content by over fifty
per cent. The closed pail was used
in contrast to the old style milk
pail, resulting in a reduction of over
twenty-five per cent, of bacteria. The
wiping of the cow’s udder and flanks
with a cloth or sponge wrung out in a
disinfecting solution, resulted in a reduction of twenty per cent, of the
bacteria. Discarding the small amount
contained in each teat also proved
effective in reducing the number of

REVIEW.

C.

Milk drawn from the udder of a
healthy cow through a sterilized tube
into a sterilized vessel, without coming in contact with the air, will be
milk, and nothing but milk; it will
keep indefinitely if properly sealed.
The lactic acid bacteria are the ones
that cause milk to sour under normal
conditions.
The greater the number
of lactic acid becteria that fall into
the milk while milking is going on
the quicker the milk will sour. It is
impossible to secure germ-free milk
even under good stable conditions,
but much can be done to reduce the
bacterial content by using the covered milk pail, by discarding the first
four squirts, by moistening the bedding, and by wiping the udder and
flanks of the cow.
Profit in

The

superior

Cows.

dairy

that

can

Experimental tests conducted by
using straw as bedding for one half of
a stable and sawdust as bedding for
the remainder, gave this result more
than twice as many bacteria in milk
from cows bedded with straw.
:

is

profitably

gave profits varying from
year)
The milk yields
$16.04 to $74.82.
varied from 4,761 lbs. up to 17,173
lbs.
The butter fat varied from 3.1
per cent, to 5.2 per cent. The butter
yield varied from 291.94 lbs. up to
687.43 lbs. Total revenues per cow

from $62.56 to
valued
at 25c per lb. The
$147.31 fat
good old cow Boutsje yielded the
profit of $74.82. It will be of interest
tj Holstein men and ex-students to
know that a young son of this great
cow is now growing up in the herd

for butter fat varied

bacteria.

cow

the
use a
large amount of feed above that reThe unquired for maintenance.
profitable cow is the one that cannot
use a large amount above her maintenance ration and make a profit.
During the year 1910 thirteen O.
A. C. dairy cows that were milked for
more than 300 days (of the said

one

;
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figure in pedigrees of college

bred stock in future years.

The great improvers of breeds
began with a few choice animals and bred up to a large herd,
using more or less inbreeding and
were always ready to select and use
the results of ripened experience.
The young breeder hoping to pro-

duce a first class herd of animals, of
any of the four classes of live stock,
in

mind the

desirable type,

and then breed strictly to the ideal of
that type. Three or four animals, all
of good strong breeding and of uniform type, afford a good start. Do
not hesitate to pay good prices for
foundation stock.

The application of the principles
that have produced animals of outstanding excellence in the past will
produce them in the future. There
is no reason why high class
pure
breds should not be raised on the
average farm. No pretentious barns
are needed, nor any of the equipment
of the so-called “stock farm.” Patience, perseverence and an everlasting ability to stick it out through disappointments are needed more than
anything

Now

else.

we have reached the season of pure bred stock sales, an opportunity is again offered to young
men to study breeds, stockmen, sale
ring conditions, etc. Take advantage
of this if you can.
that

The Value of Advanced Registry.
To the average mind the words
advanced registry seem to be a
more or less mystical insigna attached to the name of a
animal.
The Holstein breeders call

advanced registry

official.

253

sey breeders use the name advanced
The Jersey breeders call it
the register of merit. All have one
aim in determining a cow’s producing
capacity, or the ability of a bull to
reproduce in his female offspring the
milk and butter fat producing traits
of his female ancestors.
The man who buys an animal with
advanced registry backing is practically safe, while one who buys without such backing is taking big
chances.
Evidence of value in advanced
registry records is shown in the following definite illustrations. The calf
borne by the Holstein-Fresian cow
that made the world’s record for production in a year, was sold at a very
low price before the record was made.
As soon as this cow’s owner realized
what she was doing he bought the
calf back and sold her when the record was complete for $8,000. Was
this official record of any value to the
seller?
The Jersey cow that holds
the world’s record for three consecuregister.

Beginning With Pure Bred Live Stock

must get

REVIEW.

C.

dairy
it

the

The Gurn-

was bought
it
was
known what she could do. Today she
is valued above $10,000. Has her record been of any value? Ten thousand dollars would not buy the Gurnsey cow that holds the advanced
registry record for the Gurnsey

tive periods of lactation

for less than $200 before

breed.
All can not hope to produce $10,000
cows, but the milk scale and Babcock
in advanced registry
test as used

help the breeder and
with advanced registry
ideals to approach the $10,000 price.
If your cows freshen in February or
March, Mr. Ex-Student, see what you
can do at home in your own stable,
now that you have time before the

testing

will

herdsman

spring work starts.

:
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HE

incubator

is

deserving of a

place in the poultry industry.

which often become moist when she
is off

feeding.

becomes almost a neces-

The eggs are cooled and aired

on our large poultry farms. Although as yet it has not attained
the same degree of success as the natural system in the percentage and

as often as the hen leaves the nest to

feed and exercise.
In the incubator these

the quality of the birds hatched, yet
a machine that can be relied upon, that can be put into operation at
any season of the year.
In the
natural system we are dependent

tained.

Its use

sity

it is

upon a fickle hen, when she balks we
are the losers.
The incubator would not be a profitable investment for the man who
only raises a few birds to renew his
small flock but where a hundred and
;

more are intended to be
reared, and early hatches are desired,
2.
the question of purchasing an artificfifty
1.

ial

or

machine

is

worthy of considera-

3.

tion.

The
ficial

principles involved in the arti-

system are the same as

4.
natural
system.

in the

The conditions

ex-

the incubator have been
modeled after those present under the
hen.
isting in

In the natural, or hen hatching sys-

tem we find the following conditions
Heat for the eggs is obtained
from the contact with the hen’s body.
The eggs are ventilated by the
air passing

through the feathers of

the hen.

The eggs are turned frequently
by the hen’s feet. This is for the purpose of keeping the yolk from sticking to the shell, and to allow the uniform development of the young chick.
The moisture required by the
eggs to prevent too great a drying
out, is obtained from the damp earth
in the nest. Also from the hen’s feet

conditions

have been artificially supplied, although not yet entirely to such a degree that equal success is always ob-

The heating is usually performed
by a lamp, which is situated on the
exterior of the machine, the fumes of
the lamp escaping, and only the heated air around the jacket of the heater
passing into the incubator.
tricity

Gas, elec-

and coal are also successfully

used for heating these machines.
Ventilation is obtained through
openings in the incubator, either up
or down draft being obtained.
The eggs are turned twice each day
by hand.
Moisture is obtained by the evaporation of water from a tray of moist
sand, or water placed in the bottom
of the machine.
Cooling of the eggs takes place
when they are being turned or in
warm weather they may be left exposed to the air of the room for a few
minutes.
There are many makes of incubators on the market, all of which are
being operated with more or less sucThe diffusion type is recomcess.
mended by some, the radiant by
Roth are good. It is imothers.
portant, however, in purchasing to
obtain a double cased machine with
convenient access to the lamp and
other parts.

Too often it is the case that the
machine purchased by the amateur
is

operated in

a

poorly

ventilated
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But experience teaches him
that the room or cellar in which it is
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or other similar preparation sprayed

time until the eighteenth day they
should be turned morning and evening.
On the nineth day the eggs
should be tested and those appearing
quite clear, or those showing blood
rings should be removed.
The lamp should be nearly filled
with good coal oil every day, and the
burner thoroughly cleaned.
This
operation is best done in the morning,
so that after lighting the. lamp the
machine may be watched to see that
it is going all right.
All handling of
eggs should foe done before the lamp
or oil can is touched with the hands,
for the least oil on an egg is fatal to

thoroughly on the interior of the ma-

the embryo within.

chine, gives satisfactory results.

The
machine may then be leveled up and
the lamp lighted and regulated for a

The moisture tray is removed from
the bottom of the machine on the
eighteenth day, and a burlap bottom

couple of days, bringing the air in the

substituted for the chickens to rest
upon when they drop from the egg
tray as hatching proceeds.

place.

to be operated should be well ventil-

ated,

and of a fairly even tempera-

If the cellar is used, it should
be free from the odor of decaying
vegetables, or other objectionable
matter.

ture.

Recent

scientific investigations in-

dicate that disease organisms found
in dirty incubators are the cause of

serious

diseases in

young chickens,

hence the disinfection of the machine
ib

the first consideration.
solution of zenoleum

A ten per cent,

machine

temperature of
about 103 degrees Fahr.
The eggs selected may now be
placed in the machine, and the temperature properly regulated, which in
to a constant

case the contact thermometer

is

used,

should be 103 degrees. For the eggthermometer it should be 100 1/2 and
for the hanging thermometer 105 degrees Fahr.
It is unnecessary to turn the eggs
for the first three days, but from this
*

Money
“It is possible to

temperature
normal hatch
chicks

is

with

poultry,

and apples, ”
declares
John Clark, of Cainsville, Ont.,

Mr.

bees

to the

poultry students at Guelph.
“Last
year I sold $2,180 worth of fruit and
poultry off of five acres.
Of this
amount $1,400 was received for apples, which I packed, and $70 for culls

and windfalls, which

I

sold

to

little
;

In

the

assistance to the

in fact the less the

tampered with

the
left without harm in the chick tray for a day
or so before removing them to the
brooder.
A. T.

better.

is

The chicks may be

and Apples

FAY

make $20,000 on

acres

constant.

is

required

egg chamber

in Poultry, Bees
J.

twenty-five

At hatching time close attention is
making sure the desired

necessary,

the

evaporator.
this year

My

gross

receipts

for

have amounted to $4,879,

and additional sales in orders now on
hand will bring the total over
$5,000.”

In telling of his experiences Mr.
Clark said that he first became interested in the poultry business while he
was working a large farm, but that
the other farm work prevented his
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caring for the poultry as he would

have

liked.

saw that

“I

the

possibilities

in

poultry raising were unlimited,” he
said, “and that there was a great opportunity
to
develop
the
white
fleshed breeds for filling the demands
of the English markets. So I started
with Buff Orpingtons, importing at
that time six birds, at a cost of $125.
Since then I have imported more of
them at various times, but have
usually been “stung” in the transaction.
While the Buff Orpingtons

have made money for me,
breeds

other

are

just

think

I

as

profit-

able.”
“I started

by making a specialty of

selling stock for breeding purposes.

The

year

kept four or five difbut found that
would not do, so I discarded all but
the Buff Orpingtons, and have stuck
to them ever since. I think the most
money is to be made in specializing
in one variety of high class stock.”
“I kept the large farm seven years,
but made up my mind that I wanted
first

ferent

I

varieties,

a small farm where I could combine
fruit with my poultry and bees.”

That

is

how

I

came

to

buy

my

pres-

ent place of twenty-five acres.”

“My

eggs are not all in one basket.
anything should happen to the
poultry, I can fall back on the other
two, bees, and apples, to tide over a
bad season. It is a combination that
works well together.
Beekeeping
only

when

the honey flow is on. More skill is
required than hard work, but one

Eggs

for
E. F.

In discussing this subject

we must

necessarily go back to the stock

should not go heavily into beekeeping without experience.”
“I use the old

ioned

way

hen

in the old fash-

for hatching,

for

I

find

they hatch better and more vigorous
chicks than I can get with incubators. Perhaps I haven’t the right
kind of incubators, yet mine are fitted
with gas for fuel, and operate with
very little trouble.
For exhibition
stock, hens hatch the best. What they
hatch I can raise. When eggs are
worth ten dollars per setting, they
are too high to risk in incubators.
Sometimes I operate both hens and
incubators at the same time, finishing off the hatches in the machine
from the fifteenth day.”
“I have had some trouble to supply
the necessary green food to the
chickens during the summer.
The
orchards were cultivated in the most

thorough manner up to June first,
then sowed to rape, buckwheat, and
When it was up a few inches
oats.
the chickens cleaned it off entirely,
and I resowed it several times. Next
year I propose to fence off part of the
orchard to give the cover crop a good
start before I let the poultry onto it;

and then sow another

strip in rota-

This year I hauled a lot of green
food to the birds, such as cabbage.”
In answer to a question Mr. Clark
said that he spends less than $200
each year in advertising. His catalogue costs about $60. He thinks the
best advertising a man can get, is to
win at a big show,, and supplement it
with the use of an attractive catalogue filled with facts.
tion.

If

requires close attention

REVIEW.

C.

from

Hatching
NEFF
which the eggs are to be produced,
and the feeding and housing of this
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The birds in the breeding pen
should be selected carefully, and
should be the best that you have, or
can afford to buy. They must be mature, well developed and healthy. In
order to obtain stock to measure up
to this standard, we must start immediately after the chicks are hatched and give them the best of attenton right through the summer. The
young growing birds need plenty
of fresh water, shade, feed and
free range
in
order to develop
stock.

properly.

Taking for granted that the pullets
are as mentioned,

they

should

be

mated with a rock of tested prepotency and virility. If you are going
to mate yearling hens, then it is best
good healthy cockerel to
head the pen as this method of mat-

to choose a

ing produces best results.

Another essential is, that the stock
must be in suitable houses. The house
does not need to be kept

warm

as

it

was once believed to be a necessity,
but it must be draught proof, that is
tight on the sides, with a good floor

and roof, and yet having plenty of
fresh air and light.
The feeding of the birds in the
breeding pen has a great deal of significance also. Experiments conducted at the Poultry Department of the
Ontario Agricultural College show
that eggs from birds fed on sloppy or
soft food and food with a high percentage of animal matter, such as
beef scrap and green bone, etc., did

REVIEW.
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not have as high a percentage of feras eggs from stock that had been
fed on dry food, that is food that had
not been previously moistened, and a
less amount of animal matter.
The
egg production, however, was not
quite so large with the dry feed, but
the fertility of the eggs was greater
and the vitality of the chicks from
these eggs considerably increased.
With birds of the heavier breeds it

tility

is necessary to confine the number of
females to 7 or 8 to one male in a pen
but with the lighter birds the number can be increased according to the
activity of the male.
Care must be taken to prevent contamination of the eggs after being
laid, and therefore the eggs should
be gathered as soon after being laid
as possible, or at least every time the
feeding is done.
They should then
be put in a cool place, or room with
an average amount of humidity, and
under no consideration should they
be put where it is very warm or dry,

as this is apt to start the growth of
the germ.
In selecting eggs for hatching it is
best to choose those of uniform size
and shape. In fact it is best to candle
them, selecting out those that have a
porous or thin shell, and keep for

hatching only those that seem to be
of the best quality.

In conclusion I need only to say
that we must not forget to pay attention to little details if we expect
to get best results.

Agricultural Notes
The art or science of milking can
only be attained by those who are
willing to make a study of each individual cow. To get the best results
the milker must know the cow’s dis-

position,

condition,

temperament and physical
and further the milker

must be of such disposition as
in sympathy with the cow.

Remember

that

sunlight

is

to be

the

THE.
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great foe of bacteria. Take a look at
the stable windows you might as well
not have any if they are not serving
the purpose for which they were put

REVIEW.

C.

tuberculosis.
Its success warrants
the statement that it would be equally effective in preventing bovine tuberculosis.

The

in.

Over-feeding horses with hay or
other coarse fodder reduces the working efficiency. Fifteen pounds of hay
per day will keep a horse in better
health and working form, than twenty pounds, the horse to weight 1,000
pounds. Twenty pounds per day is
sufficient for a horse weighing 1,800
pounds.

Fresh air and sunshine is the treatment most recommended for human

Notes
As

From

Short Course of 1912 is drawing to
a close. “The Boss” says it has been
as successful in point of attendance,
and in work accomplished, as is possible with the present equipment and
staff.
If casual observation counts
for anything, the session this winter
has

been

marked

by

an

is

to

move

as possible.

new

If

you are planning a

stable for next season don’t neg-

lect

to

make ample

provision

The

fresh air and sunlight.

for

stable,

well lighted and ventilated will be
a pleasant place for both the human
attendants and the animals.
The
success of the man is dependant
largely upon the sanitation and comfort of his stock stables.
if

the Poultry Department

this goes to press the Poultry

amount

ventilation problem,

3,500 cubic feet of fresh air per cow
per hour through the stable without
drafts and with as little loss of heat

unusual

of interest on the part of the

students in the course presented by
the Professor and his assistants. The
course gets better every year we
think.

“How

early should

chicks for most

we hatch

— M. Brant Co.
Answer —Experience here at

duction?”

College has

L.

K.,

shown that

for this

the
cli-

best not to have too many
chicks arrive before the twentieth of
April.
Even if laying commences
early in the following autumn, the

mate

it is

pullets are almost sure to moult,

and

as a result, egg production is not rewould say,
sumed for months.
plan your hatches to come off be-

We

tween April twentieth and

Have you made any preparation

the

profitable egg pro-

May

twen-

tieth.

for your eggs for hatching?

If not
not too late to send in your
order to some reputable breeder.
Neither is it too late to mate up your
breeding pen, if you do it immediately. Remember, it pays to breed from
the best. “Like produces like,” is an
old axiom, but it is as true as ever.
it is still

Indications are that eggs will be
higher than ever next fall and winter.

Now

the time to prepare for the
harvest. When Canada imports eggs
from other countries it is time for
is

Canadian farmers
the hen.

to get

busy with
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SMITH.

February 26th a Farmers’
Institute demonstration and

equipment necessary

amateur

for

bee-keeping.

commence

In the poultry department will be

a tour of some of the principal C. P.

shown model poultry houses, incuba-

R. lines in Ontario.
The route to be covered extends

tors, cases for shipping eggs and the
best methods of packing dressed
poultry for market.

lecture train will

from Windsor to Montreal and up the
Goderich and Owen Sound lines. The
train will consist of nine cars and
will contain a mass of material to be
used for purposes of demonstration
and of illustrating the lectures to be
given by experts.
Particular attention will be given
to dairying. Included in the material
to be carried in this department
will be samples of cheese and butter;
specimens of milk, showing the
effect of various forms of contamination demonstrations showing the increased yields of cheese obtained
from milk which is rich in fat and in
proper condition, with the poorer results obtained where the opposite
;

condition prevails.

Illustrations will

be given too in methods of cooling
milk and cream, and in the making
of home dairy butter for the best
local markets.
In the fruit department will be
samples of apples, with demonstrations in box and barrel packing and
equipment necessary therefor spraying outfits with arrangements for
demonstrating
the
usefulness of
these; object lessons on insect pests
and fungus diseases; samples of
nursery stock, showing best methods
of pruning and grafting with the out;

fit

requisite therefor.

As

a complement to the demonstra-

tion in orchard

bee

work there

will

showing

all

department,

be a
the

The department of
will

be

field

particularly

husbandry

illuminating.

There will be given in this connection
germination tests showing the value
of good seed as compared with poor,
and the proper quantity of seed to be
used for the growing of different
crops.

In close connection with this will
be a drainage department with samples of tile

and photographs showing

the results obtained in crop production from an efficient system of drainage.

Samples of

fertilizers will

be shown

for the purpose of illustrating lec-

tures on the best

method

of applying

these.

Concrete work will also have attenand there will be illustrations of
the many uses to which cement can
be applied on the farm.
Live animals cannot, of course, be
carried on the train, but there will
be, in addition to the feeding end of
it, valuable lessons given
in animal
husbandry.
For the purpose of illustrating these, bones of horses will
be shown in order to illustrate desirable conformation, as well as the
effect of various diseases such as

tion

spavin, foot troubles,

etc.

In con-

nection with animal husbandry samples of millfeed and alfalfa meal will
be shown with the analysis attached.
The train will be under the general

;
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Farmers’
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Supt.

Putnam

Institutes,

and

0.

of

A.
the

assisting

be the two Days, one of
give lectures on animal
husbandry, feeding, etc., and the
other on drainage.
Professor Harcourt will deal with fertilizers, feeds,
etc.
Chief Instructor Herns of the
Western Ontario dairy division and
Chief Instructor Publow of the Eastern division will be prepared to deal
with dairy matters; J. W. Clark, of
Onondaga, will talk on poultry; Morley Pettit on bees, and W. R. Reek
will assist on drainage.
The idea of using a railway train
for the purpose of carrying the work
of agricultural education direct to
farmers’ doors originated in the
United States several years ago, but
it was not until four or five years
since that much progress was made
along this line. Once the work began to be taken up in earnest it
spread with marvellous rapidity, and
in several states including California,
Georgia, New York, Pennsylvania,
Michigan and Minnesota, Institute
train services have been made use of.
will

whom

The

will

first

start in this direction in

Ontario was made last year when the
Michigan Central ran a special train
under the direction of Supt. Putnam
through the southwestern part of
Ontario.
It is probable that other
lines will follow the example set, and

C.
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that

the

Farmers’

Institute

train

become a regular feature in future agricultural educational work in

will

the Province.
The idea is a capital one. The plan
of using a railway train for this purpose naturally catches the imagination and rivets attention as it could
not be riveted by a less spectacular

method.

It also

makes

it

possible to

cover a wide area in a very short
time. It has the further advantages
of enabling those engaged in educational

work

to travel about in

comfort

while the cars themselves provide
better auditoriums for lecture purposes than can be obtained in many
of the localities the train will visit.
Finally, there is the inestimable benefit of being able to present before
those who hear, the additional lesson
conveyed through the eye. The spoken word may be forgotten but the
thing we can actually see is likely to
be impressed upon our memory.
The new departure shows in the
most striking way the fact that railway corporations have come to realize the importance to them of the
spread of agricultural information.
These corporations see that increased
production from the soil means not
only increased traffic for them, but
greater prosperity for all interests
on which they depend for their earnings.

TRUE GREATNESS.
“Give fools their gold, give knaves their power,
Let fortune’s bubble rise and fall
Who sows a field or trains a flower
Or plants a tree, is more than all.” Whittier.

—
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by the en-

listment of foreign laborers, necessitates an increase in the numbers of all
auxiliary occupations.” So writes the
editor of an exchange. Labor is far
too scarce on the farms of Ontario,
to be sure, but dare we look to Middle or Southern Europe for assistance? Is it so desirable after all,
that we have a “swelling of the rural
agricultural ranks by the enlistment
of foreign laborers?”
The rural population of Ontario is
declining. In the last 20 years 68,000
persons have been lost to Ontario
agriculture, whereas the population
of the towns and cities has increased
by over 300,000 in the last 10 years.
Were the country districts overcrowded this could not be deplored,
but in view of the present scarcity of
labor the situation is becoming alarm-

We say scarcity of labor, but is
not scarcity of money that is really
responsible? Because of the present
high rate of wages the ordinary
farmer is forced to conduct his farm
operations with the least possible
He therefore
outside assistance.
hires his laborers for the summer
months only, and they are compelled
to seek employment in the city during the winter.
Is it any wonder
that they soon tire of this condition
of affairs and prefer to make a home
in one place all the time?
Of course, this is only one contributing factor to the depopulation of
the country. The West is calling our
boys, and the exodus to the Republic
to the south has not ceased.
The
fortunes
great
accumulated,
the
higher wages, the different social
conditions, and the attractive glitter
of the city, generally, exert powerful
influences.
Then too, in the natural
order of things the city must grow at
the expense of the country and in
the end for the benefit of the country.
There was a time in pioneer
ing.

it

—
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days when the farm was practically

have gone

Food and clothing were
manufactured directly by the farmer
upon his own farm but those days
have passed.
Now the farmer is

their ideals of citizenship

self-sufficing.

—

but one link in a great economic chain.
He usually produces a special line of
raw material while the numerous processes of manufacture are carried on
in the city requiring great numbers
of laborers. It is but a principle of
the division of labor, which is for the
best, and while the farmer, we believe, is the strongest link of this
chain the fact is none-the-less true
that those in the towns engaged in
these manufacturing operations are
accomplishing farm work, in the
sense that they are doing what was
done upon the farm 100 years ago.
So for different reasons, from

many

districts of Ontario, the bright-

—and now

where
and home

to swell the cities

life will be forgotten in the mad race
for wealth on the part of the few and

the struggle for a bare existence on
the part of the many.”
So it seems foreign labor will complicate rather than solve the problem.
it is natural in a manufacturing
country for a comparatively small
rural population to support a dense

Since

population, let the foreigners
are coming to this country seek

city

who

employment

in the factories. But for
the future power and happiness of
Canada and of Canadian people let us
retain the old British stock upon the
soil.

But how may

this be accomplished
the great question facing us toOnly, we argue, by making
day.
farming profitable
and pleasant
is

we hear the

enough so young men will more desire it than any other occupation as

the face of

a

est

and the best have gone

cry for foreign labor. On
it, the proposal sounds
feasible but were it put in operation
we fear grave troubles would result.
Such a condition of affairs has been
reached already in certain sections of
the United States. We quote the following from an article by W. L. Smith
in the December issue of the Farmers’
Magazine: “The New England States
were at one time occupied by what:
was, in many respects, the best population the world has ever seen
the
descendants of the Puritans. After
the Civil war, owing to the same
cruses which we see at work here,
that population began to pour into
great centres.
To-day the land is
being occupied by Polocks, Italians
and a polyglot population from continental Europe.
The strangers *
*
*
are wholly unfitted, at present,
at least, for the duties of citizenship
in a self-governing country.
Meantime what of the Puritans? These
;

—

life

work.

After

all,

when

stripped

entirely of sentiment, the question

largely one of money.

Make

will follow, naturally.

And

is

the cash
returns large enough and the rest
improvement of home surroundings,
social development, refinement, etc.,
to

make

farming more profitable we must look
for assistance from no class by our
own. As farmers, we must work out
our own salvation by improved agricultural methods, by an understanding of the principles underlying farm
operations, by co-operation in handl-

ing and selling farm products, in buying manufactured articles, and by influencing legislation in our behalf.
Fortunately such forces are at work
already. Education is being given by

the Institute workers, by the District
Representatives and by the 0. A. College

;

more advanced methods

of agri-

culture are being adopted each year;
and co-operative societies are flour-

—
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Annually hundreds of

ishing.

and

O.

from
homestead

girls return

A.

men

this institution

to take a new
enlightened view.
There’s a bright time ahead, we believe
or we wouldn’t be here
so put
your shoulders to the wheel, boys,
whether you atend college or not,
for your future rests all with yourself.
Remember if you go to the city
you probably won’t be one of the successful few.
The chances are that
you’ll be the average failure, whose
children have to support his old age.
When you finish your college course
this spring, or consider leaving the
farm this fall just think it all over
carefully.
There are certainly some
disagreeable features of farm life,
but you just ask ten old men living in
the city which life is to be preferred
from all view-points, and if you take
the counsel of age there will be little
danger of the refuse of Europe taking from us our Ontario farm homes.

to the old

with

hold,

an

—

“Oh,

I

—

am

so sick of the big things

The big with a big, big BThe important things
that are strictly
Ifoave

ITime

we
?

such;

The great big things

matter so
much,
They never can leave you free.”
The writer of these lines, I presume, had in mind much bigger
that

things than the social functions of a
small college in a small city in Ontario.
But for us, our little social
affairs assume great proportions, and
to many this verse sums up the situation quite as well as ever it could
for the biggest of the big things.
Truly, man is a social being.
As
Blackmore says, it is surely not right
that we each live in our little den
and block its mouth from our fellows

C.
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as do the savage beasts. Congenial
society has a part in our lives and
the social element of our education
must not be neglected. But in holding such large and formal functions
as the Conversazione and the dances
that are given from time to time, are

we not tending

to promote artificialcongeniality of sothan
ity rather
not,
indeed, wandering
city ? Are we
farther and farther away from the
true purpose of society, which to the

student,
creation.

we take
Social

should mean refunctions of this

it,

nature take a great deal of work and
worry in the preparation and when
finally they are held, how many of
the college boys, do you think, actually enjoy themselves amid the
dress suits, the formality, and the
crushed feet? Are we not, as a student body, building an elaborate system of social organizations that detract our attention from study, that
sap our energy, and that have a
tendency to cultivate a love for the
shallow and the false in society?
Of course tastes differ and there
are some who will declare our ideas
They will say we
to be uncultured.
savor of the farm and so we do and

—

mind it a bit. Yet we believe
that most of the boy students and
don’t

—

—

would much
the girl students too
more enjoy a simple skating-party
or a snow-shoe tramp, that, while affording healthy exercise and excellent recreation, would take no time
from lectures before the event nor
produce a feeling of lassitude afterward.
Moreover, the majority of our fellows are not accustomed to formal
society and in consequence what a
remarkable number of ludicrous
A blue
things may be observed
shirt may be properly worn with a
dress suit, perhaps in some lands;
!

—

—
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and when a dress
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are
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“The Great Big Things That Matter

worn, cuffs aren’t required, maybe
by a Zulu. A slippery path of ice

They never can

cream down a young man’s vest may
be pleasant for the eye to dwell upon
and a bath of punch may be quite

One feature of the extension of the
scope of our work will appear in the

wholesome, if rather uncomfortable
Feet may have been made to be
danced upon and lace manufactured
to be torn. These oddities are not so
objectionable when unnoticed by out-

But the representatives from
other colleges are keenly aware of
them all, and, we fear, can hardly
siders.

be impressed unfavorably.
Too many of us are out of our
element. Those dressed in clothing
to which they are unaccustomed look
miserable, and those in their ordinary costumes, in these circumstances,
feel very much so.
As farmers, we
are not by education nor inclination
suited to these things
and let us be
thankful for it. The farmer, in some
districts, requires development of his
social
being,
but
high (?)
society should
aimed at.
not be
The card-table and the ballroom
with
their
narrowing influences,
unkind gossip,
'‘fast” atmosphere,
and
the
general
starched
discomfort of it all should not be
sought for. Better, a thousand times,
the homely, friendly atmosphere of
the country with its informal gatherings, where friends meet naturally
and on common ground. Education,
refinement, and a regard for the
feelings of others should indeed be
encouraged and for these The Review shall always make a stand but
never the glaring artificiality that
seems so large a part of modern society.
The congenial association of
friends, and cultured and elevating
society of every kind, truly should be
welcomed by us; but have we time
either at college or in our homes for
fail to

No

!

—

—

—

So Much
leave you free

!”

March

Quen?
Bepartment

XTbe

ment.

issue. It has
been
decided
to
henceforth conduct
Query Departa

We

are in a position at this
no other paper
probably can, being so closely in
touch with the best scientific and
practical agricultural authorities in
Canada. The only obstacle in our way
in successfully instituting this department is that we publish a monthcollege to do this as

ly magazine.
But this difficulty will
be overcome by sending answers by
mail in case of urgent necessity when
stamped, addressed envelopes are enclosed with the questions.

We hope to make this department
one of the strongest features of the
magazine, and everyone who would
like to ask any questions relating to
agriculture of a practical, scientific
or economic nature are invited to do
so at any time. The answers will all
be given free, the only requirement
being that the enquirer be a subscribHave all queries
er of the Review.
addressed to the Query Editor, 0. A.
C. Review, 0. A. C. College, Guelph.
It will be to the interest of every 0.
A. C. student to consider the generous
offer of the manu“ IfnbUStrial
facturers’ Associa-

Ganafca

lEssa^”

tion, as

upon

announced

official
the
bulletin board, this association is offering three cash prizes of $50, $30,
and $20, for the three best essays
submitted to President Creelman by
July 1st, upon any one of the three
subjects there stated.
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“Improve the home surroundings,
brighten the social side of life, and
you have solved the problem of
keeping the boy on the farm,” such
is the philosophy of E. G. McCallum,
a cut of whose newly finished residence appears in this issue.
Mr. McCallum is an associate man
of class ’87, and after completing his
two-year course returned to the farm

RESIDENCE OF

E. G.

REVIEW.
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ed man, who goes back to the old
homestead to tickle a living out of
mother earth, is often laughed at, and
his up-to-date methods scorned by
the average farmer. If he is a success nothing

is said about it.
It is
taken as a matter of course that he
would have made good without his
college training, but if he is a failure,
he is pointed at with derision and

McCALLUM,

Glengarry County, where he bein dairying and sheep
raising.
Five years ago he purchased a small fruit farm near Grimsby,
and has never regretted the action,
believing that fruit growing has
dairying beaten a dozen different
ways.
’Tis sad, but ’tis true, that the scientific farmer and the college trainin

came engaged

C.

’87,

NEAR GRIMSBY,

ONT.

held up as a glaring example of the
a college education will do a

harm

farmer.

But

let

us

remember that

there are both good and bad scientific
farmers, that the good are in the

majority and that the latter by their

improved methods of cultivation, by
their newer ideas of barn construction and home improvement are certainly bringing about a general up-
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both the

social
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A.

and agriculwhich

tural circles of the district in

they

live.

In this issue

we

are printing a cut
Wm. D.
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He says that
nothing in the world to compare with a peaceful conscience, a
healthful body and the old. farm.
he

is

there

well satisfied.

is

of one of the large barns of

Dyer, of Columbus, Ont., which we
must be a credit to his comMr. Dyer is really and
munity.
truly an “Old Boy,” having taken his
course in company with Professors
Harcourt, G. E. Day and Graham, of
this College. He returned to the old
homestead after being graduated in
are sure

BARN OF W.

D.

DYER,

and after a period of seven
was left with the full charge
of the farm on one hand and a life
partner on the other. He immediately set to work to improve the outbuildings, and now has excellent accommodation for thirty-five head of
Shorthorn cattle, fifty-five Shropshires and four pure-bred Clydedales.
Mr. Dyer believes in co-operation,
and is an active member of The Oshawa Fruit Growers, Ltd., with which
’93,

years,

N. N. Grimmer, an Associate of
the class ’12 now owns a farm on

Pender Island, B.

making a

C.,

where

he

is

specialty of Jersey cattle

Berkshire swine
and
Hampshire
sheep. His training at the 0. A. C,
has stood him in good stead, and his
specimens of the above breeds are

’93,

COLUMBUS, ONT.

second to none in the country. He
the championship Jersey
cow at Vancouver Fair last year, and
won many other prizes, his winnings
adding up to one-third of the total
prize list.
He is also doing things
in the judging line, as he carried off
first place in the judging competition,
held in connection with the fair.
exhibited

T.

Marsh, of

’83,

originally

from Thornbury, Ont.

He

is

came

now

THE
in the

0.

Kitsun Kalum Valley, B.

A.
C.,

ninety miles east of Prince Rupert on
the line of the G. T. P., working as
English
an
Church
missionary

amongst the lumbermen and miners
For fourteen years
of that district.
he was on the Leard River, a very
dangerous stream situated on the
60th parallel of latitude, as a missionary amongst the Indians. He admits
that he received his first ideas of
Christianity at the Ontario Agricultural College.
F. C.

Nunnick

first

saw the

light of

day at Scotland, in Brant County, and
there took a course of several years
in the training school of practical experience on his father’s farm. Then
he jumped on the train for Guelph to

way to farm at the 0.
A. C. As editor of The Review in ’09
he strongly advocated the inauguaration of a fund for the purpose of proand
curing a press, to be owned
by The Review. After
operated
graduating in 1910 he took charge of
an office at Alexandria, Glengarry
County, as Representative there, but
in November of the same year was
learn the right

chosen as assistant to C. C. James,
Deputy Minister of Agricultue of
Ontario.
Just as he was preparing
to go to Toronto, he received and accepted the offer of a position as
Agriculturist to the Committee of
Conservation, with headquarters at
Ottawa. He now has splendid opportunities for studying agriculture in
of Canada and has already made
two tours through every Province of
all

the Dominion.
Ties that Bind.

A
gan
’04

happy

little

romance which be-

wood-carving room in the
term ended a few weeks ago in
in the
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the marriage of Helen, daughter of
Rev. E. M. and Mrs. Taylor, of Westmount, to Mr. J. Edward Runions, of
Runions Broker’s Ltd., Calgary, Alta.
Mr. Runions is an old Stormont boy

and is well known in Cornwall. He
was principal of the public school at
Wales for a time and then left for
the West to take charge of the Manual Training Department of the Provincial Normal School at Calgary.
Shortly afterwards, he went into the
real estate business and is now the
head of one of the largest firms in
that line in the commercial metropolis

of Alberta.

PRESIDENT
“A

credit

A. M.

to his

SOULE

College and his

native land.”

The subject

of this

sketch

was

born near Hamilton, and was brought
up on a stock and fruit farm in the
Niagara Peninsula. He was prepared
for the University in what is now
known as the Stanford High School,
located at Niagara Falls South, and
in 1890 entered the Ontario Agricultural College, at Guelph, receiving an
associate’s diploma in 1892. He was
graduated from the University of
Toronto in 1893, after which he returned to his father’s farm at NiagEarly in 1894 he was
ara Falls.
called to the Missouri Experiment
Station as assistant to the Director,

and placed in charge of the live stock
and dairy interests of that station.
During his connection with this station he published a treatise on Dairy
Management, the results of experiments made there, and which resulted in his being appointed to the ediHoard’s Dairyman.
In the fall of 1894 he was chosen
assistant professor of agriculture
and assistant agriculturist, in the
torial staff of
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Texas College of Agriculture and Experiment Station. During his association with the work of the station
he published an important
pamphlet on “The Effect of Food on
Economic Dairy Production.”
In
1896 owing to the increase in the
number of agricultural students and
his success as a teacher, President
Soule was requested by the Board to
devote his whole time to instruction.
This was a period of rapid develop-

ment

in the college

work, and especi-

C.

REVIEW.

vice of the states of

North Carolina,

Missouri and Texas. The
work done by President Soule on the
improvement of winter wheat and in
determining the efficiency of silage
in the nutrition of beef and
dairy
cattle is recognized
as
“standard”
throughout the country, the work
done since in these departments bearing testimony to both the excellence
and comprehensive nature of the original
investigations
inaugurated
Georgia,

under his direction. The excellence
of the work done at the University of
Tennessee resulted in President Soule
being appointed a collaborator of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture, and
organizing some of the first co-operative work which the Bureau of Plant
Industry undertook with the state
stations.
This work has now grown
immense
proportions.
t
The East
Tennessee Farmers’ Convention was
revivified while he was secretary and
pi.ade one of the most influential organizations in the country. It soon
achieved a national reputation, and
was attended by as many as 3,000
farmers at one time. The first dairy
school in the south and among the
first short courses in agriculture were
organized in connection with the University of Tennessee, while the University farm was brought under a
systematic method of crop producPresident Soule was one of the
tion.
jurors on the International Jury of
Awards at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition and was appointed a member of the Tennessee State Commission by Governor Frazier, and it
was largely through his efforts that a
display
and the
fine agricultural
were
thereon
large number of awards
secured by the State of Tennessee.
*

P RESIDENT A. M. SOULE,

’92

ally of those features relating to ani-

mal husbandry and dairying.
In 1899 President Soule

was

called

Tennessee as
professor of agriculture and director
to the University

of

of the Experiment Station.
his tenure of office the

station

work

During
of the

was reorganized, and brought

so effectively in touch with the people
of the state as to attract national attention.

As

a result of this he

was

offered positions of trust in the ser-

(Continued in next issue.)
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Intermediates

jour-

neyed to Preston for their first intermediate O. H. A. game, and came

’14

FOOTBALL TEAM— O.

home trimmed

REVIEW.

The

0. A. C. vs. Preston.

The

C.
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first
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half

was very

every

INTER-YEAR RUGBY CHAMPIONS,

to the tune of 14-4.

1911.

Half time was called with the score

But considering that the college had
had but one practice, and were up

4-3 in Preston’s favor.

against the champions of 1911, we
think that they made a very credit-

rush, but

able showing.

fast and

time the Preston
bunch slammed one to the nets the
college followed with one to even up.
exciting;

The second half started

off with a
wasn’t long before the
college aggregation found that they
couldn’t stand the pace, and for about
it
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ten minutes they quit, and in that ten
minutes the Preston bunch found the
nets for 6 tallies. The full time score
was Preston 14; 0. A. C. 4.
The college lined up as follows:

Hoffman;

Goal,

Kilgour

point,

point,

that the “Dutch will favor the Dutch.”

We

Kedey; cover
MacDonald
(

(captain); centre, Clark; left wing,
Herder right wing, McEiroy.
;

Galt vs. O. A. C.

The College Intermediates diminished the enthusiasm of the
Galt
hockeyists, and their supporters by

trimming them on the Royal City
Rink by the score of 8-3.
The 0. A. C. were a much faster
bunch, and skated all over the visitors,

but too

much

individual

work

and lack of combination prevented
them from running up a higher score.
MacDonald and Kedey played a star
game for the college, while Palmer
was the pick of the Galt aggregation.
Allan

Kinder, of Preston, refereed,

and caught everything. The college
lined up the same as in the game with
Preston.
O. A. C. vs. Waterloo.

The

0. A. C.

team went

loo for their third

game

to

Water-

in the series

and due to Hoffman

getting hurt
early in the first half, and bad refereeing, they came home defeated
13-8.

We don’t like to get sore, but we
consider that “we got it handed to
us” in this game. It was arranged
that either Kinder, of Preston, or
Fraser, of Galt, was to referee. But
when we

did the best

Hoffman out

rover,

;

REVIEW/
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we

could, but with

game it was an
them to win.

of the

easy matter for
O. A. C. vs. Berlin.
The 0. A. C. team met defeat at
the hands of the Dutchmen of Berlin
by the score of 4-1. The game was
fast and clean throughout. The college skated around and all over Berlin, but too much individual work and
lack of combination lost them
the

game.

The Berlin bunch, although not so
played a good clean, consistent
game and deserved their victory.
Uffelman was in the lime light for
Berlin,
while MacDonald, Hoffman
and Kedey played a star game for the
Fraser, of Gait, handled the
college.

fast,

game

in first class style.

Berlin vs. O. A. C.
at the Royal City Rink

The game

and Berlin Interexciting game
most
mediates was the

between 0. A.

C.

seen here this season.
Berlin started off with a rush and
scored two goals before college woke
up, then the college scored one and
Berlin notched another, leaving the
half time score 3-1 in favor of the
visitors.

After half time the real game began. In the first minute of play Berlin scored another goal, making the

Then

found their
stride and brought the crowd to their
feet by scoring three goals and tieing
the game in exactly a minute and a
score 4-1.

college

arrived there neither Kinder
or Fraser were on the job, but they

half.

had a Dutch referee from Berlin. At
least they said he was from Berlin.
Perhaps he was from Waterloo. In
any case he was a Dutchman, with a
Dutch name, and before the game
was over we learned to our sorrow

that the college had Berlin’s goat,
shortly after they slammed in
more, Berlin netting one, leaving
.score 6-5 in favor of the college,
thus it remained until full time.

Once the score was

Berlin showed

tied

more

it

was seen
and
two

team

the

and

work
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than the college, but were not so fast
on their skates. The Uffelman brothers starred for Berlin, while Hoffman,
Herder and Clark excelled for the

Waghorne, of Toronto, reKilgour and
fereed a good game.
Kedey exchanged places for this
game, Kedey playing cover and Kil-

.college.

gour point.
O. A. C. vs. Galt.

The O.A.C. Intermediates defeated
Galt Intermediates on the latter's ice
by the

after a hard fought battle

The game was fast and
characterized by individual rushes
and lack of team play.
The Galt boys had a lead of one
goal at one stage of the game, and
looked like winners. But just then
score of 5-3.

some ex-students of Macdonald Hall,
who were on the grandstand, gave
the Macdonald yell. This proved such
a stimulus to Clark, Kilgour and MacDonald, that after that, there was
The college simply
nothing to it.
For
walked away with the game.
Galt, Palmer was the outstanding
man, while for the College, Kedey
played his star game of the season,
He
scoring three goals on rushes.
started up the rink so fast on one occasion that he missed the goal entirely turned around, skated back in
front and scored before Galt boys
could get up the ice. Kinder, of Presrefereed, and gave satisfaction
both teams.
Waterloo vs. O. A. C.
When Waterloo came to Guelph the
College team demonstrated before a

ton,

to

rink full of supporters, that the
terloo

team were out

O. B. A. Series

The

first

—

St.

game

Wa-

of their class,

James

in the

vs. 0. A.C.
Intermediate

C.
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and sent them home beaten by a score
of 9-1.

From a college view-point this was
one of the most successful games of
the season, because the 0. A. C. did
get in some combination that was
very pleasing to look at. How it happened we do not know, but we do
know that when it did happen a score
was the result.
Hoffman blocked everything that
got past Kilgour and Kedey, while the
forward line made some nice combination rushes that made the Waterloo
defence look like juveniles.
Kinder
of Preston, referred and caught
everything.
No change in College
line-up.

Preston vs. O. A. C.

The Preston champs defeated the
0. A. C. on the Royal City rink by the
one-sided score of 15-1.
The game
was the fastest seen here this season,
and the Preston seven put up a brand
of hockey that was hard to beat.
For the first fifteen minutes of play
the game was evenly contested,
neither side scoring. But when Preston got started they rained them in

on Hoffman from all angles.
Hoff
managed to stop most of them, but
fifteen went in.
MacDonald got the
only goal for O.A.C. after a pretty rush
We were beaten, and beaten badly,
but we don’t mind so much, seeing
that they trimmed some Senior 0. H.
A. teams almost as badly. Preston

has a good team, and are in a class
by themselves. Wally Hern, of Stratford, handled the bell, and he knew

when

to ring

it.

Basketball series was played in the
college gymn between St. James, of

:

:
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Toronto, and 0. A. C. The game was
fast throughout, 0. A. C. leading at
half time by a score of 17 to 14. But
St. James came back strong in the
second half, took the lead and kept it
till the whistle blew for full time, the
score being 32 to 24 in favor of St.
James.
The College and St. James played a
different kind of game, the College
working in under the basket before
shooting, while St. James shot from

mid-floor and at

was the only

all

college

Culham
man who played

angles.

up to his usual form.
Guards,
line-up
College

—

White,
Neff centre, Culham (captain) forwards, Wilson, Baker.
West End B.’s vs. O. A. C.
In the second game of the Ontario
championship series on the west end
floor Toronto, the 0. A. C. suffered
defeat at the hands of the west end
The
B.’s by the score of 51 to 16.
game was fast from the first sound
of the whistle to the finish of the
;

;

game. The college team were greatly handicapped playing on a floor half
the size of their own. The teams

REVIEW.
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0. A. C.

Points

Culham
Baker
Horobin
White
.

.

.

.

..

.

Total

.

..10

.

Sophomores 17, Freshmen
The Sophomores won the first
Inter-Year Baseball game from the
Freshmen by the score of 17 to 16.
The game was evenly contested
throughout and the Sophomores were
lucky to win, as the Freshmen were
right after their scalps and were
16.

ball.

Juniors 35, Dairy 3.
The Juniors easily defeated the
Dairy in the second inter-year fixture
by the one-sided score of 35 to 3.

W.

Bickle

0

Vogan

....

0

Cook

.

.

.16

.

Munro

...

.

Points

E. B.

Ham

4
.... 2
.

.

Neff

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.19

.

.

.18

.

.

.12

.

.

.

.

0

.

.

...

2

Total

.

.

.

.

.

.51

“Inter- Year Basketball.”
Freshmen 51, Sophomores 7.
The first game of the Inter-Year
Basketball Series was played between

the first and second years, and resulted in an easy win for the Freshmen
by a score of 51 to 7. The Freshmen
outplayed their opponents in every
department of the game, being particularly strong in passing and shooting.
Horobin and Wilson were the
pick of the Freshmen, while S. Crawford starred for the Sophomores. The

teams

— Guards, Laird, W. HorBertram
forwards,
Wilson.
Sophomores —

Freshmen
obin

;

centre,

;

Horobin,
Guards, J. Crawford, Angle; centre,
Gardiner
forwards, S. Crawford,
Culverhouse.
;

The Dairy were

Inter- Year Baseball.

playing good

..
.

fairly

good

in

the

but were very weak at the bat,
and the Juniors hit their pitcher all

field,

over the

floor.

Juniors 21, Seniors 11.

The Juniors won the third interyear baseball game from the Seniors
after an exciting contest, by the
score of 21 to 11.

The Seniors took the lead in the
three innings and then the
Juniors took a brace and started to
bat, with the result that they came
first

out with the big end of the score.

M

acdonald
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a

on Friday
evening, January 26th, on
the occasion of the annual converblaze

sazione.

The

of

glory

ladies’

was
which

residence

one great rendezvous to
nearly one thousand guests repaired
at the invitation of the students of
the 0. A. College, and Macdonald Institute. These were indeed entertaining hosts and hostesses, and everyone agreed that this, the greatest social function at the College was an
unparalleled success.
The guests, after entering the hall
by the north entrance, were escorted
to the dressing rooms, after which
President Dr. G. C. Creelman and
Mrs. Creelman, assisted by Mrs. Fuller and Miss Watson, received in the
drawing room, and welcomed each
guest to the ladies’ bower. From this
time till 9 o’clock was spent in securing partners' for the promenades, of
which there were sixteen.
In the center of the main hall, directly underneath the well, was the
orchestra platform, hidden behind
potted plants, lillies and luxuriant
foliage until it resembled a roofless
summer garden. From this position

Tony

Cortese’s

London Harpers

dis-

coursed the sweetest of music during
the evening. The situation of the
harpers proved ideal, the strains of
music ascending through the rotundas to the second and third floors,
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thus serving to break

the

throngs

which usually gather around the

or-

chestra.

The

five

rendezvous were very ar-

arranged.
In the dining
room were “Varsity” and “McGill”,
decorated with blue and white and
red and white respectively.
Above
each nook these names were spelled
in electric lights, while a profusion of cushions made each rendezvous a place of comfort. Similarly
Queens in the Drawing Room, McMaster at the well on the second floor,
and Trinity at the north end, were
all appropriately adorned with colors
and pennants.
tistically

The gymnasium, in which the programme, other than the orchestra selections, was given, was beautiful to
behold. It was decorated in quaint
style.
From the centre of
the ceiling a huge umbrella hung reversed, while near each corner of the
room was one of smaller dimensions,

Japanese

similarly reversed.

From each beam

hung strings of golden yellow chrysanthemums, while around the walls
were hundreds more, thus virtually
transforming the “gym” into a mythical fairyland.
Scores of Japanese
lanterns provided the lighting for the

occasion.

The concert numbers

in the

gym-

nasium, given by Miss Mabel Beddoe,
mezzo-contralto, and Mr.
George
Dixon, tenor, delighted the throngs
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that wended their

way
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there for each

number. Miss Beddoe has a sweet
voice and excellent enunciation, and
to hear her is a rare treat. A duet by
her and Mr. Dixon, entitled “Home to
Our Mountains,” from Verdi’s, “II
Trovatore,” proved to be one of the

most appreciated numbers

of

the

C.
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studies as Bacteriology and Chemistry, will greatly

broaden the scope of

their usefulness.

The Dairy School, as we all know,
have entered a team in the interyear baseball series, but they are at
a great disadvantage, and do well,
considering the chance they have.

evening.

On

the

third

floor

a

The Public Speaking Contest.
Once more our college gymnasium

delightful

luncheon was served, and this proved
to be enjoyed to the fullest extent
possible.
The dainties provided the
climax for the evening’s entertainment, and were heartily partaken of
during the promenades by the happy

has re-echoed the voices of those
competing in the Public Speaking
Contest, the one on the evening of

couples.

Great praise

is

due the Junior year

as a whole, for the

success of the
“Conversat,” but special praise must
be given the committee in charge,
consisting of W. H. J. Tisdale, Miss
E. Hamilton, Mrs. Oliver, H. M. King,
L. B. Henry, G. L. Woltz, G. J. Jenkins, G. G. Bramhill, C. A. Tregillus
and P. S. D. Harding.
The Dairy Short Course.
Most of our short course friends
have departed, but we have still those
who are attending the Dairy School.
There are 36 of them. One of the
first things they did, after getting
acquainted, was to organize a Literary Society. Meetings are held Saturday afternoons, and the attendance
is much better than that at many of
the meetings of our societies. Lively
debates, discussions, speeches, both
impromptu and prepared, and songs
are given, while a ventriloquist of no

mean

ability entertains

them

in

an

unusual, but highly interesting manA noteworthy feature is that all
the students are willing to do their
share in helping along the work of
the society. Already great improvement can be noticed in the literary
work, and this coupled with such
ner.

R. H.

Winner

CLEMENS,

’12,

of Public Speaking Contest.

January 19th being the eleventh annual contest, conducted under the
auspices of the Union Literary Society.

This meeting was largely attended,
and was one of the best ever held,
both from the viewpoint of the excellence of the speeches delivered, and
the general arrangement of the pro-

gramme. The appreciation of the audience was evinced by the splendid attention given each speaker, as well
the hearty applause following

as

THE
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The speeches, com-

prising a range of agricultural subjects were both interesting and in-
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Mr. W. L. Smith, Professor

Dean and

The first place was won by Mr. R.
H. Clemens, of class ’12, who held his
audience with a discussion of “Cooperation in Solving the Farm DrainWith a thorough
age Problem.
knowledge of his subject, together
with a free and ready delivery, Ralph
made a speech, spiced with occasional humor, that would be hard to beat,
and was in popular terms, an easy
winner.
Mr. G. L. Woltz, T3, gave a splen-

apd
George

did address on “Soil Depletion,”

was awarded second
developing

speaker,

and

place.

rapidly
will

be

as

a

heard

public

from

again.

Mr.

J.

E. Rettie,

’12,

in

“Underdrainage as an Investment,”
by Mr. J. Miller, was awarded fourth
place.
Justus made a good speech,
but the mathematical calculations
it

rather

difficult to follow.

The other contestants, in order of
standing were Mr. J. F. Anderson,
’14, who spoke on “Sugar Beet Growing and What It Meant to the Farmer”, and Mr. C. H. Currey, ’15, his
subject being “The Great Opportunities that Canada Offers to the Agriculturalist, the Artisan and the Business Man.”
The evening’s programme was
varied by the addition of selections,
given alternately by the college orchestra, and the artist, Jack Howard,
all

H.

Those who attended the union
meeting of the Literary Society in
Massey Hall on Friday evening, February 2nd, were certainly amply repaid for the time they spent there.
The programme from the first to last

number was

excellent.
Miss Lane
gave a very interesting reading in
very pleasing style, while the Misses
Barnard and Moyer favored the audience with one of their entertaining
piano duets. The young ladies were
heartily applauded, but no amount of
coaxing could persuade them to give
an encore.

The debate, which was of the highwas considered to be one
of the best ever given in Massey Hall.
The subject was, “Resolved,
that
est order,

gaining
third place, ably discussed the vexed
Weed Problem, dealing particularly
with the Perennial Sow Thistle, under the clever disguise of “The Yellow Peril.”

made

H.

F. C. Hart, B. S. A.

Union Literary.

structive.

is
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of which were greatly appreciated.
The judges for the speeches were,

the decrease in rural population is
both desirable and inevitable.” The
affirmative was upheld by Messrs. G.
G. Bramhill and L. B. Henry, while
Messrs. J. H. Winslow and H.
M. King defended the negative.
All the debaters were in fine form,
and the contest was keen and close.
Every speech showed painstaking
preparation and careful arrangement]Professor W. R. Graham, on behalf
of the other judges, Professors H. L.
Hutt and E. J. Zavitz, gave their decision in favor of the affirmative, although he said, the verdict was not
unanimous.

Professor G. E.

Day presented

the

Barton-Hamer Medal for the highest
man from the 0. A. C. at the judging
competitions at the Chicago International last December, to Mr. E. A.
Weir who stood fourth in a class of
fifty.

Solos were very acceptably given
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and when the hosts and guests
arrived they found the ice in fair condition for the steel runners.

by Messrs. W. A. S. Porter, and C. F.
Mackenzie; and Mr. R. H. Ferguson
favored the audience with a monologue entitled, “Not Understood.”

rink,

Mr. L. Caesar, B. A., acted as critic
and made an efficient one, indeed. He

fully decorated with flags

confined his remarks chiefly to the

Hall were present in large numbers,
and these two features combined to
make the scene one of beauty and

debaters, and made a few suggestions
regarding possible improvements. He
had nothing but praise, not only for
the four debaters, but for the meeting in general.

Freshmen Skating Party.
it was impossible to

Although

se-

cure a rink for a skating party in the
evening, the energetic “Year Fifteen” held a very successful and enjoyable party at the Royal City Rink
on Thursday afternoon, January
18th, from 4:30 to 7 o’clock.
The
weather during the day had been unfavorable, rain had fallen, and the
thermometer registered considerably
above the point where water remains
solid.
In the afternoon, as the appointed time for journeying to the
rink approached, the rain ceased, and
the temperature fell so that no one
was inconvenienced in getting to the

The

was tasteand buntfrom Macdonald

interior of the rink

ing, the

young

ladies

jollity.

The executives of the other years,
and that of the 0. A. C. Review, were
present as guests of Year ’15, so that
there was no deficiency of either sex.
Everyone skated during every band,
and needless to say everyone enjoyed
their partners,
and the splendid
music provided by the band.
Another pleasant feature was the
dainty refreshments served. These
came at an hour when they were appreciated most highly, and served to
round out the afternoon’s enjoyment.
The members of Year ’15, and particularly the executive, are to be congratulated on the success of the afternoon’s outing. It is expected that
the Sophomores will hold a somewhat
similar function in the near future.

Because of your strong faith I kept the track
Whose sharp set stones my strength had well night spent.
I could not meet your eyes if I turne d back
So on I went.
And though I struggled towards it through hard years
Or flinch, or falter blindly, yet within
“You can!” unwaveringly my spirit hears,

And

I shall

win.

—Aldis Dunbar,

St.

Andrew’s

Cross*-
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E. M. and A. D.

F

IRST impressions
lasting,

and are

are
not

seldom
always

correct, but they have the virtue of newness and interest, and very

often, in part, become permanent.
The term for Short Course students
is so short that they have not the opportunity afforded other students of
an intimate acquaintance with the
ways of Macdonald. In a few weeks,
however, we have already partly
.realized our anticipations and have
learned something of the value of the
course of training and the residence
life.
Each takes an important part
in the disciplining of the minds of the
.students and in the broadening of
their outlook on life.

Macdonald

Institute

is

so

well

known throughout
praise

is

the Province that
needless. We wish, however,

from the
standpoint of a Short Course student.
This course is designed to assist girls
t ) become more efficient housekeepto point out its usefulness

ers

and to give them an inspiration
work. It is often taken by

in their

those who are already experienced
housekeepers, but who wish to learn
the best methods and gain new ideas.
In a term of three months only a
small part of the field of Domestic
Science can be covered, but even in

that time the lessons of greatest importance in ordinary housekeeping
may be learned. In arranging the
£ime-tables the greatest care is taken
and each student has the privilege of
faking up the branches of study she
desires without being kept back by
other students whose work is inferior.
The highest praise that can be given
to the work of the Institute is to say
that it is, above all things, practical,
because here the girls have the actual experience as well as the theory
and for perhaps the first time we
know the reason for what we do.
Our mothers know how, but few of
them can tell why, while now we are
learning the simple explanations of
important facts which had hitherto
no meaning for us. Before coming
we were often told that the knowledge
obtained here could not be carried
out in the ordinary home, but we are
finding out that Macdonald methods
of housekeeing are not extravagant,
nor do they require unobtainable appliances, also, they are reasonable,
careful and sanitary, and that economy is considered as it is in many
homes.
Important as is the work of the Institute, not less important nor inter-

esting

is

the residence

life

in

Mac-
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life is

of us comnew, and the strange-

ness of the experience makes it attractive.
We are already beginning
to regret that we cannot get really
well acquainted with all of the many
charming girls in so short a time,
even though we make friendships
rapidly.
We have learned, however,
that the effect of meeting so many
varied and interesting characters
from many parts of the world, is
educative as well as delightful. We
are sure the social life of the Hall
will provide a useful training.
The
students benefit by the opportunities
they have of meeting socially opportunities which they might not
have obtained otherwise.
Nothing that is conducive to the
health and happiness of young people
is neglected here. Games and healthful recreations, such as skating, snowshoeing and hockey are carried on
with spirit and the teachers are unsparing in their efforts to aid, not
only in studies, but in recreations and

—

social affairs.

As

necessary in so large a residence the girls in Macdonald Hall live
under some restrictions. We can see
not only the necessity for this, but
the benefit to be derived from it.
Obeying rules develops self-control,
and no discipline could be more valuis

The

able.

regularity

practised here will
sion
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and

system

make an impres-

which should lead to methodical

living.

In a few weeks

we

shall

have

re-

another
turned to our homes and
Short Course class will have taken
our places. We hope that our first
view of Macdonald will be not more
favorable than our final one, and we
know that the weeks will glide by
swiftly and pleasantly for

all

of us.

The

“Lit.”

On Tuesday evening, Jan. 16th, the
gymnasium of Macdonald Hall presented

a

very

pleasing

spectacle.

Around the blazing grate fire sat
some of the girls, while the others'
outwardly
enjoying
the
stately
chairs, longed to approach.
These attentive listeners had gathered to drink in the programme of
the Literary Society of Macdonald
Hall. The business of the society disposed of, Miss Helen Ross executed a

piano solo with great skill, but the
event of the evening was the debate
between the Junior Housekeepers and
the Junior Normals “Resolved, that
Professional Life Makes a Woman
Unwomanly,” the Normals maintaining the negative.
Even though
they lost the debate the negative side
still hold that theirs was the better
part, and that next year, after Prof.
Reynold’s instruction in public speaking, their delivery will be such as to
allow no shade of doubt to be cast

—

—

While wait-

upon their superiority.

ing for the judges’ decision the company was entertained by solos from
Miss Greta Crowe and Miss Hilda
Hills.

The Executive

of the

society

is

semithe
that
monthly “Lits.” already planned
for may prove even more interesting

very

and

desirous

beneficial to its

Un-

members.

fortunately the majority of girls do
not begin to realize the benefit they
may derive through this society by
making even the smallest effort to
take part in its affairs musical, dramatic or literary. This may be due to
shyness and diffidence, but is not this

worthy
of Tennyson’s a very
motto for our society:
“To strive, to seek, to find and not to

line

yield.”

H. T.

J.

;

THE
Y.

W.

The Y. W.
hall

A.

Work.
Macdonald Hall was

C. A.

of

organized six or seven

when the

O.

was

years

first built.

ago,

Since

that time hundreds of girls have
been members. The membership of
our association is constantly changing; in fact it changes every term, as
the Short Course girls leave and new
girls fill their places.
Thus, every
term we have practically a new membership.
While this gives wider
scope for our work, it checks organized effort along any definite line, a
thing which would be possible if our
membership were more constant. Also the shortness of the course and
the fact that the Juniors have little
responsibility, gives but slight opportunity for the training of
our
carrying
on
of
members for the
the
association work.
To offset these defects we send
every year two or more members to
the Y. W. C. A. College Conference at
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Elgin House, Muskoka, that
they
be inspired and that they may
gain practical ideas as to how they
may carry on the work in a college.
This year, as the conference is held
during our school year, our difficulty
is further increased.
As to our work, it consists mostly
of association meetings held in the
gym. Sunday evenings, with Bible
classes replacing them during
one
term. Our Sunday Association meetings are taken by the girls as well as
outsiders, and our Bible classes are
taught entirely by the girls.
As we are situated, we can do little
definite work, but aim mostly at the
training of girls for leadership in
Christian work.
As to our plans well, our responsibility ends at the close of March,
and the next Executive will begin to
formulate their plans for next year’s

may

—

campaign and we wish them well.
A. M. D.

DIFFERENT
I

saw a

little

newsboy, poorly

clad,

Selling with other boys upon the street,
And calling “Paper” in a voice so sweet
I knew he gentle birth and culture had.
But presently I heard the little lad
Mocked by his comrades, who tried to repeat
His tone, and he made no attempt to meet
Their taunts, but suffered on, alone and sad.

Ah, little boy, I thought, indeed you erred
To have a voice so different from the rest
Perhaps one day you may pronounce that word
Exactly like the others it is best,
Unless you dare unto yourself be true,
To acquiese and do as others do.
;

— Hilda Ridley,

in the

Canadian Magazine.
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Devoted to those interests of the Ontario Agricultural College which
pertain particularly to the training of teachers for giving instruction in the
schools

of

the

Province along vocational

—in

lines-

Home

Economics,

Industrial Arts, Elementary Agricultural and Horticulture.

The January number of the Review outlined a new policy with
especial reference to material bearing upon the home life of the farm. In
this connection it is proposed to give articles on the various useful handicrafts, such as may be carried on in the home. These will be given in the
form of lessons, describing each process in detail so that even the young
boys and girls may follow them. The chief aim of this department will be
to be helpful, and readers must feel free to write for information or to
suggest further ways in which they can be helped.

This month the work will be confined to an introductory exercise in
the course on woodwork. The necessity of the boys on the farm knowing
how to use and care for tools must be seen by everyone living in a rural
community. The day when there was a carpenter in every little hamlet
has gone by, and more and more as time goes on, the farmer is thrown
upon his own resources. Next month this course will be continued by
taking up the construction of a simple object. A few tools at a time will
be introduced, and it is hoped that those interested will take this month’s
lesson, follow it through in detail, practise the exercise until it can be performed easily and rapidly and be ready for the next lesson.
Introductory Lesson.
Material Pieces of Pine or Basswood, 1 in. x 2 in. x 17 in.
Tools Jack Plane, Back Saw, Try Square, Marking Guage, Rule, 1-in.
Chisel, Knife, Bench Hook.
For a description of the Plane the reader is referred to 0. A. C. Bulletin No. 124 (3rd ed.), page 94. This may be obtained, free of charge, by
writing to the College. The article is by Prof. Evans, and is very thorough.
Read it carefully; take the plane apart and examine the adjustments,
then set the plane iron so that it is just showing in the centre and not at
the edges.
First Operation
Squaring a Face and Edge. Select the best broad
surface on your piece of wood and place it uppermost on the bench with
one end against the square peg bench stop at the left hand end of the
bench. Hold the plane with right hand on the handle forefinger pointing
forward and resting against the plane irons, left hand grasping the knob.
Take a shaving from the part of wood nearest you, making the plane
travel the full length of the stick, repeat a little farther over each time
Three shavings will probably
until you have cut over the whole surface.
be sufficient on a piece of this size.
If you find the surface is left rough, turn the stick so as to plane
“with the grain,” and this time you will probably have a perfect surface.

—

—

—

—

—
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This shows you that it is often well to find out which way the grain slopes
before starting to plane. In some cases it may be necessary to plane in
both directions to produce the smooth surface.
We now test this surface which we call the “Face-side.” The first
test is by the eye, to see if it is straight lengthwise, then holding it at both
ends tilt it slowly until the surface is in a straight line with the eye, and
if the front and back edges appear to coincide the piece is said to be “out
of wind,” but if the two edges do not coincide and one of the back corners
appears to be sticking up above the other, the piece is said to be “in wind,”
and the high corner must be planed off. We now test it with the trysquare and a straight edge.
First let us examine the try-square. It is made of two parts. The
thin part we call the “blade” and the heavy part the “stock.” The angle
made by the two must be exactly 90 degrees. The inner edge of the stock
To test the “face side” of our piece with the tryis called the “face.”
square, we hold the try-square by the stock with the outer edge of the
blade resting across the face-side. If the blade touches all the way across
the stick at all points the face is next tested lengthwise, but if a high
ridge is present we plane it off by moving the centre of the plane so that
Having obtained a surface which is
it cuts on the centre of the ridge.
straight across we next test it lengthwise with a straight edge.
In all
probability this test will show the ends of the face to be low. This was
caused by allowing the heel of the plane to drop on the start of the stroke
and the toe of the plane to drop on the finish. To remedy it we take a
short stroke on the centre of the piece then a longer one and so on until
we have the face straight. Remember then to always press on the knob of
the plane in starting a shaving and gradually transfer the pressure to the
handle on finishing.
Now repeat all three tests lengthwise, crosswise and for wind, and
do not be satisfied with your work unless all is correct. We next select
the best adjoining edge and make a mark on the face side running towards
the selected edge. This mark is called the face mark, and should always
be put on the work so that you can tell which is your foundation side.
The selected face-edge is now planed up and tested as before except
that it must also be square with the face-side. To test this we place the
face of the stock against the face side of the wood with the blade across
but not touching the face-edge. Then lower the tool until the blade just
touches the wood and you can easily see if the corner is square. When
the face-edge is true we make a mark on it also. This mark is generally a
continuation of the face mark, but made differently in order that you
may know which is the face-side.
Second Operation Planing to Width and Thickness To plane to the
correct width we must have a line to work to. This line must be exactly
parallel with the face-edge. The tool used in marking the line is called a
marking gauge.
The marking guage consists of a stock with a beam sliding through
the centre. The beam may be fastened at any point by means of a thumb
screw. The mark is made by a piece of steel wire, called the spur, placed
at one end of the beam.
The piece is to be made 1 2 inches wide so the gauge is set to this
distance. In order to do it accurately we use a rule and make the distance
from the stock to the spur a slight bit over 11/2 inches. We are now ready
to mark the line. The beginner is strongly advised to practice the use of
the tool on wastepieces. The main points to remember are: First, do not
grasp the tool too tightly second, see that the stock is in full contact with
the face edge; third, have the spur top slanting in the direction that it is

—

—

—

;
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moving. If these directions are followed the spur will make a fine even
mark, without catching and jumping, as it otherwise would.
If the mark is not plain enough go over it again, making it deeper.
The next step is to plane off the waste material to the centre of the
mark and test it. Then set the gauge to a little over %-in. gauge, plane to
thickness and test.
The above operations are what we call “squaring up to size,” and are
fundamental operations.
Third Operation Squaring An End This means to make one end
smooth and true with the face side and face edge. First we must “square
a line” around the piece about Vs -in. from one end. In doing this we use a
try-square and the point of a knife. Place the piece on the bench, face side
up, face-edge towards you and mark a point i/g-in. from right hand end.
Next place the try-square with flat side of blade resting on the face side,
stock pointing to left, face of stock in contact with face-edge of wood.
Move stock until outer edge of blade is on the point marked and then cut a
line across the work with point of knife.
Roll work away from you and reverse try-square so that blade points
towards you and face of stock is against face side of work. Place point of
knife in end of cut made on face-side and cut a line across the face-edge.
Roll work again, placing face of stock against face-edge of work and mark
as before, then mark a line on the remaining side, this time reversing trysquare so that blade is against face side. If this has been done carefully
and “face of stock kept against one or other of the marked sides,” the line

—

—

will be continuous.

another fundamental operation, and must be carefully done.
squaring the end we need a back saw and a chisel. The back
saw is very thin in the blade and is used for fine work. The piece of metal
bent over the top edge gives it necessary stiffness. The work is placed on
the bench hook and held firmly with the left hand. The saw is held with
the thumb and forefinger extending forward along the side of the handle.
In starting to cut we hold the saw handle up and saw on the far corner first.
A backward pull on the saw, with little or no pressure, is generally sufficient to start the “kerf” or cut. Then as the sawing proceeds, the handle is
gradually lowered until the saw is in a horizontal position. In order to
prevent the saw from jumping around on the start it is held firmly against
the forefinger of the left hand. This keeps it from going beyond the mark
and spoiling the work. As we saw down into the piece we watch the line
on the vertical faces to see that all is going as it should. During this part
of the sawing the forefinger may be removed.
The next step is to smooth the sawn surface with the inch chisel. To
do this the piece is placed face side down on the broad part of the bench
hook. The chisel is held vertically with the hand grasping it just below
and partly on the handle, hand, wrist and arm at right angles to chisel’s
length. The cutting is done by keeping the flat side of the chisel next to
the surface being cut, forcing the chisel downwards and forwards at the
same time. This makes a “shearing cut” and leaves a smooth glossy surThis

To

is

finish

T

face.

Go over the surface

carefully, testing to see that it is square with the
and face-edge.
The next and last step is to mark the length 1 614-in., square a knife
We
line around the work, cut off the waste and smooth the end as before.
now have a piece ready for use in the making of next month’s model.
Do not be satisfied with something “nearly right,” but do your very

face-side

best.
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Doc. Reed (in Soph, lecture)

commodation above
good as it is below.”

is

A.

— “Ac-

not quite as

That’s one cheering thought for the
majority of the Sophomores.

—

Chirpy Weld (in Botany Lab.)
“The shape is more or less diagonal.”

REVIEW.

C.

Prof. Jarvis (in Biology lecture)

stove did the prehis-

the most disturbing factor in the universe?”
Cleverly “No, Woman.”

—

Peren
girls

— “Do

are

you know why Mac.
always at home in the

Sahara ?

They used to have a farming
Of forty acres and a mule.

it’s

rule

Results were won by later men
With forty square feet and a hen.

And nowadays success we see
With forty inches and a bee.

—

“I don’t

know. Because

so dry?”

Peren

Probably a Mountain Range.

—

man

“Is not

Goodman

What kind of
toric man use ?
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— “No.

Because of the oases

(0. A. C.’s) there.

Hinman

— “Did

you

hear

Porter

sing at the Maple Leaf Lit.? What
do you think of his execution?”

Higman

— “I’m

in

Dougall— “Better
girl,

favor of

it.”

to love a small
than never to have loved a tall.”
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Canadian
PACIFIC!

Your Affinity

.

be easy to find among our
swell Spring Suitings. The big

will

Unexcelled

Easter “Parade’’ will soon be on
now and avoid the big

—order

Train Service

“rush.”

Fast Time and Attention

You’ll

TO

SASKATOON
REGINA
CALGARY
LAGGAN
ROSSLAND
VANCOUVER
SEATTLE
PORTLAND

WINNIPEG

EDMONTON
BRANDON
BANFF

NELSON
SPOKANE

VICTORIA

TACOMA

your Easter Suit, if we make
it,
as you never loved before,
and the price won’t “wreck
your happiness.” Suits to order,
$15 to $30.

LyonsTailoring(ompany

Standard and Tourist Sleeping
Cars
Via Canada’s Greatest Highway

HEFFERMAN,

J.

Tailors

47

City Agent.

How Did He Know.
Prixy
“Young”
“The
Senior
Normals have two nights out.

—

G.

Duff

C.

emphasis)

(with

—

“There’s more than
the
Senior
Normals have two nights out.”

Lecturer in Field Husbandry

what stock
Kirkley

“Why

—“To

oats fed.”
— “Horses
and Scotchmen.”
is

many

are so

of the Mac. girls

limping to-day?” said Stanley, the
day after the Junior Hop.
“All the reason in the world,” replied Tisdale. “Bramhill was at the
dance last night.”

At
the

the
Hall K

partner

young

New

—

for

lady

Year

having

1,

a

prom.,

nearby

prom, at
missed his
noticed

who

a

had ap-

Please mention the 0. A. C.

Love

REVIEW

to

Men

Who Know

WYNDHAM STREET

parently been visited by the same
calamity.
Wishing to be agreeable
he introduced himself and suggested
that they coalesce for that prom. She
excused herself, on the ground that
“she had this one with her brother
Bob.
few proms, afterward, K.

A

again unfortunately failed to find the
fair co-ed with whom he had signed
up.
As the aforementioned young
lady, by some strange coincidence,
was also in waiting, he again suggested they unite their forces, but
the faithful girl declined, giving the
same reason as before. At the tenth
piom. K., waiting at the same rendezvous, noticed that she was still there.
R e, looking for a partner, also observed her, and asked K., if he knew
her, as he would like to get the prom.
“Nothing doing there,” said K 1.
“She’s waiting for her brother Bob.”

—

—
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Metallic Ceilings and

Walls

Clean, Sanitary and Fireproof
They

are not expensive

and are very

easy to erect, as we send complete
plan and instructions for every room.
Catalogue and Price List, also our
Interesting, Booklet, “Interior Decoration in Metal,” sent
FREE to any address on request. Write a card now.
6) rite for Illustrated

The

METALLIC ROOFING CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED,
Manufacturers

TORONTO,

-

-

-

ONTARIO.
C74

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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What Do You Read?

I

r

TRY THESE!

P<>a

The Evolution

i|T1l

of the Prairie Provinces, 75c.

By W.

1==><>==II==I

|==J

|

S. Herrington,
Author, “Heroines of Canadian History.”
Their Heart’s Desire, $1.00
On Western Trails in the Early
By Frances F. Perry
Seventies, $1.25
Illustrated by Harrison Fis'her
By John McDougall
As sweet and tender a little love
The Broad Highway, $1.50

story as this is rarely written.
Weaver of Dreams, $1.50 net

Post Paid at above prices.

BRIGGS, Publisher,
=*0*=

Clear

il^O^K

Author, “Poppy”

The Long

Roll, $1.50

By Mary Johnston
Author, “To Have and to Hold”
For sale at

29=37

H

$1.25
'Cynthia Stockley

By

Author, “Lavender and Old Lace”
Master Christopher, $1.25
By Mrs. Henry De La Pasteur
Author, “Lonely Lady of Grosvenor Square.”

WM.

Jeffery Farnol

The Claw,

By Myrtle Reed

!=<><=

|
]

By

A

booksellers.

all

Richmond

St.,

West,

TORONTO

=0*

t=>Qx=]

Up That Timber Tract—

The cheapest and
right

way

to do

it is

with a

Wata rous Portable Sawmill
Illustrated here

Fully described in Catalogue No. 100.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS
Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

Send a card

for

it.

CO., Ltd., Brantford, Can.

when answering

advertisements.
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The wise housewife knows the

importance

of

always keeping a
good supply of

Windsor Dairy
Salt on hand.

She knows

that

Windsor Salt
butter

any

—and

she

is

makes the

best

not satisfied to

make

other.

Windsor Dairy Salt is both
maker and a money-saver.

a

money-

makes money for farmers and dairymen because it makes butter that brings
It

the best prices.
It

saves

money

absolutely pure,
salt

(S-

it

for

them because, being

requires less to properly

the butter.

Please mention the O. A. C.

,,,

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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Riecla :
Air Furnace

:

Warm

FOR COAL AND WOOD
HOT
AIR

we have embodied our
and improvements in regard to hot

In this furnace

latest inventions
air heating

apparatuses, such as

Individual

Shaking Bars* Steel Ribbed Fire

Pots* Gast Iron Gombustion

We

etc.

shall be pleased to give further particulars together with prices on
application.

Clare Bros.
Preston,

Ghambers*

& Co

Limited

Winnipeg,

Please mention the 0. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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Our Query Department.
M got lost on the campus
would Willie Hunter?
If R
is worth four motor cars,
what is Shuttleworth ?
If

If

—

Miss

—
S—

on Miss

calls

If G.

—

G.

Lastly,

if

The People’s Store

how many days would

Crow

to build a

Ready-to-wear

Class
also

made

letters,

to

Clothing;

measure

CLOTHING.
Have

Mr. Crawford gave direcit take a

tions,

headquarters for Men’s High

Is

— every Friday

when does roll call?
T
reads love
what does Hugo Reed?”
evening,

xm.

also

a

big assortment of

gent’s furnishings in

Hutt?

all

the up-

to-the-minute styles.

Subscribers are at liberty to send in
answers.

We

specially solicit the patron-

age of the O. A. C. boys and
Horticultural Lecture

faculty.

— “What kind

Prices Moderate.

of fruit would you prefer for Wel-

C@3LE HIHOS, & SCOTT
29-31 Lower Wyndham St.,
GUELPH, ONTARIO.

— “Well,Crow?”
as a matter of

lington County, Mr.
Prof.

Crow

actual fact,

I

would prefer a date with

a peach.”

RR

BOND’S

, OOTS , LLS

flHBBV

Bi
HR

MITTS

BRIGHT

m
MB

HARDWARE

^B

TOBOGGANS
SNOW SHOES
SKATES
HOCKEY GOODS

Wm

BOB SLEIGHS

B
M

AND
SUMMER GOODS

f

SEASON
DAILY DELIVERY

GUELPH’S
BIG

STORE
HAS

WHAT
YOU
WANT.

WoBUtt

HHI

H
^B
B
B
B

IN

1
1

THE BOND EIARDWARE

CO.,

LIMITED

3
Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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Home

Favor of

Mixing

EXTRACT FROM
FERTILIZERS—THEIR

“ARTIFICIAL

BY

B.

LESLIE EMSLIE,

NATURE

AND

USE”

P.A.S.I., F.C.S., C.D.A.

ECONOMY—

1.
Usually at least 25 per cent, is saved in purchasing the separate
ingredients. There is no useless “Filler” to add to the freight charges; there is no duty
on the separate ingredients, whereas the farmer must bear the cost of the duty imposed
on the ready-mixed fertilizers when these are imported from the United States.

—

2.
ASSURANCE The farmer who purchases the separate ingredients, especially
he insists on getting the goods in the original sacks, knows exactly what he is getting
for his money; whereas the purchase of a ready-mixed brand is more often like buying
a “pig in a sack.”

if

—

ADAPTATION With a stock of the separate ingredients on hand, the farmer
3.
enabled to make up his mixtures according to prescriptions which he has prepared
to suit the varying requirements of the different crops and soils.
From this short
resume each farmer may judge whether, in his case, it will pay him to purchase the
separate ingredients in preference to the ready-mixed goods.
is

This bulletin, which should be in the hands of every farmer,

may

be had by writing

direct to

GERMAN
1106

POTASH

....

TEMPLE BUILDING,

We

SYNDICATE

invite every O. A. C.

TORONTO, ONT.

and Macdonald student to the

SPA CANDY WORKS
To make

We

it

your Headquarters when down town.

manufacture

all

our candy, and are continually getting up

new

things for our customers.

Our Saturday Candy
In the

We

Specials 10c a

pound are winners.

Lunch Room we serve Hot Chocolate and Bovril

give the best Oyster 'Stew in the city for 15c.

A

at

5c a cup.

trial solicited.

SPA CANDY WORKS
CORNER WYNDHAM AND McDONELL STREETS.
Remember

Please mention the 0. A. C.

the place

REVIEW

when answering

advertisements.
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CLOTHES”

SNOWDRIFT, PEOPLES’
MAPLE LEAF

THE SIGN OF GOOD CLOTHES.
Clothes that are built to give comfort.
Our garCorrect and distinctive in style.
ments will do the right thing by your appearance every time all the time.

—

—

& D.” Suits, $10 ao
& D.” Overcoats,

“T.
“T.

Three Well-Known Brands of Flour,

Ask

$25.

them and be sure you get them.

for

$8.50 to $25.

Our Hat and Furnishing Departments are
complete with the newest things in men’s
wear.

TheJamesGoldieCo.
LIMITED

THORNTON & DOUGLAS

GUELPH, ONTARIO.

THE “COLLEGE MAN’S” STORE
Lower Wydham.

ERNEST

A.

Telephone

HALES,

Sells the Best Meats
and Poultry.

Open

191

all

Day.

99.

WE MANUFACTURE

68 St. George’s Square.

Phone

XV.

.

Peep Sights
For use on home-made draining
designed by Professor
W. H. Day.

levels, as

&

H. Occomore

Co.

GUELPH, ONT.

O. A. G. Students
Will find the 'biggest Book Store
in

Wyadham

Guelph on Upper

Street.

The
That

ONLY

carries the full stock of all

Text Books required

FREDERICK SMITH,

lege

PLUMBER, STEAM
AND GAS FITTER,
Sanitary Appliances.

Estimates Furnished.

GUELPH.

SAM LEE HING,
GEORGE’S SQUARE.
Please mention the O. A. C.

and Macdonald

G. L.

at the ColInstitute.

Nelles

PHONE 45
ABOVE POST OFFICE

The Expert Laundryman,
ST.

Place

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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a shoe boil, capped
lion I bill UUI HOCK or BURSITIS FOR

REVIEW.

C.

.

^gSORBINE
Does not

remove the

Cor.

blister or

Telephone

$2.00

for mankind. For Boils, Bruises,
Old Sores, Swellings, Goitre, Varicose
Vein9, Varicosities. Allays Pain.
Price $1 and $2 a bottle at druggists or delivered.

and MacDonnell Streets.

Over Dominion Bank.

14.

MIDNIGHT SUPPERS.

more if you write. Manufactured only by
VI. F. YOUNG, P.D.F., 177 Lymans Bldg., Montreal, Ca,

Will

Wyndham

Horse can be

hair.

per bottle delivered.
Book 6 E free.
ABSORBINE, JR, liniment

worked.

L.D.S., D.D.S.

DENTIST,

remove them and leave no
blemishes. Cures any puff or
will

swelling.

FOSTER,

D. M.
|

I

tell

Bacon, Oysters, Fancy Biscuits,
Olives, Pickles, Chocolates, etc.

Manilla, Ont., Feb. 22, 1908.

Dear

—

have just used one
bottle of your ABSORBINE. I had a
Sir,

I

three-year-old registered

J.

mare that

brought on a very bad Bog Spavin, so
I started with a remedy of my own,
and it was no good. I saw ABSORBINE advertised, and got a bottle of
it, and in two weeks it took it out
clean, and I can sell her for $300.00

A.

r. h.

McCrea &

Son.

McPherson,
BARBER,

Hair Cut, 20c; Shave,

Upper

145

Close 8 p.m.

15c.

Wyndham

St.,

GUELPH

THE GUELPH OIL CLOTHING
COMPANY,

to-day.

Limited,

Respectfully yours,

Manufacturers

WM. WHETON.
A.

We

AMODEO

sell

all

kinds good

SUEY WAH.

FRESH FANCY FRUIT
at

wholesale

and

retail

Hoop la! Come to the Big Laundry. Exworkmen. Hand work only. Collegecalls made Monday, Wednesday and Friday..

prices.

pert

PURE OLIVE OIL
Open

59 Quebec Street.

Clothing, TarAwnings, Stack and

Oiled

Tents,
Binder Covers.
paulins,

till

10 p.m.

16

Wilson

St.,

JAMES

H.

GUELPH.

“Anything for a

change,” murmured the Mac. brunette, as she ap-

swain,

COLLEGE STORE

But hark, a step upon the stair,
And papa finds them sitting there
He
and
she.

CANDIES, CIGARETTES,

TOBACCO, Etc., Etc.,
CORNER OF CAMPUS.

FLOWERS
We

carry the best selection of Cut Flowers in the city. When you want something
choice call on us or phone 866. Prompt delivery

Maple;

LUNCHES SERVED

The sofa held the twain,

And her love-sick
He and she.

SMITH

Opposite Traders’ Bank.
Molasses Taffy, Walnut Cream and
Best in the City.
Cream.
Fresn Every Day.

plied the peroxide.

and careful attention

McHugh

TOBACCONISTS

McPHEE, FLORIST
Please mention the O. A. C.

Bros.

Wholesale and Retail

to all orders.

Wellington Block.

Etc..

28
REVIEW

Lower Wyndham
when answering advertisements.

St.,

GUELPH..
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Lee Wing,

THE BURGESS STUDIO

CHINESE LAUNDRY
The Best Work in the City.
Quebec Street, Opposite Chalmers Church,

High-Class Portraits.
57

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

GUELPH, ONT.
Wash
Iron

We

NOTICE
The

WORDEN,

H. H.

ERNEST

Shop

GEORGE’S SQUARE

ST.

Street Cars every 15 minutes.
No waiting.

Three chairs.

of Singing,
der Linde of New York,
Studio, Opera House Block.
Phone, Studio 625.

Van

Phone, Residence

and

improved machinery for ironing collars,
which will not crack or break the

cuffs,

wing.
Shirt collars ironed straight, so as not to
hurt the neck. Stand-up collars ironed without
being broken in the wing. Ties done to look
like new.
(Please call and try.
Parcels called for and
delivered to any part of the City.
Goods not called for in 60 days will be sold
to pay charges.
Goods at owner’s risk in case
of fire.

M. SHILDRICK,

Teacher

Pupil of

every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
guarantee best work an the City, having

latest

best and most convenient Barber
for O. A. C. Students.

XVII.

697.

Our Business

WEAR

MEN’S
Young Men, come here

NOTICE TO STUDENTS

ing,

invited to make our store your
meeting- place when down town.

You are

Oak

Canada.

for up-to-date Cloth-

Hats, Caps and

Hall Clothing

Come

on

is

is

Furnishings.

sold in 2,000 stores in

in!

SHERIDAN & O’CONNOR,
T obacconists,
45

Wyndham

Sorosis Shoes

Regal Shoes
For Men.

W.

Street.

For Women.
J.

Cummings’ Oak

Rob Roy Restaurant
12

THURSTON,

ST.,

MARKET SQUARE

Meals and Lunches, Dinners 25c.
Meal tickets arranged for.
Fish and Chops.
Open from 5:30 a.m. until 12 Midnight.

Sole Agent,

Wyndham

GARDEN

Regular

THE NEW SHOE STORE,
39

Hall Store

Street.

KING EDWARD BARBER SHOP

Royal City Mineral Water Works

Headquarters for a first-class
shave and hair cut or shoe shine.

HIGH-CLASS CARBONATED BEVERAGES

Manufacturers of

CHAS. BOLLEN,

247

Brock Road.

Phones— Works 582A
-

Proprietor.

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

Residence 582B
when answering advertisements.

A.

REINHART
Proprietor.
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WATERS BROTHERS
~
_

"

~

Student s’ Supplies

Ph “'

3S0

n

X

41

u

Wyndham
guelph.

St.,

NATURE STUDY, EXPERITRAINING, DRAWING MATERIALS and
OUTFITS, NOTE BOOKS, FILLERS, INKS, PENCILS, FOUNTAIN

BOTANICAL,

ENTOMOLOGICAL,

MENTAL

MANUAL

and

PENS.
Special Prices for Quantities.

Cut Flowers
Chocolates
Roses, Carnations,
Received Daily.

Valljy,

Violets,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

HARDWARE

Mums,

AND SPORTING GOODS
AT LOWEST PRICES.

Complete Assortment of Neilson’s Chocolates

G. A.

“The Rosery”
ST.

PHONE

GEORGE’S SQUARE.

378.

Upper

We

Entomological Supplies,

Magnifying Glasses,

promptly.

Kelso Printing
218.

Company

Fountain Pens

George’s Square,
Opp. Post Office

Cut Flowers
Call on us

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBAULT’S

Caustic

Balsam
A Safe Speedy and Positive Care
The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
Removes
and Cattle.
ALL CAUTERY
FIRING. Impossible to produce scar or blemish.
Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
bottle.
Sold
per
by druggists, or
Price $1.50
Bent by express, charges paid, with full directions

attention.

OR

GILCHRIST'S

for its use.

Phone

436.

St.

George’s Square.

Please mention the 0. A. C.

Rubber Stamps

College Pins.

choice flowers,
Violets and all

Roses, Carnations, Valley,
flowers in season.
We handle “Dale’s” flowers.

all qualities

O. A. C. and Macdonald Institute

when you want

Phone orders receive careful

GUELPH.

St.,

THE JEWELER

execute the finest grades
of printing, plain or in colors,

Phone

Wyndham

Pringle

PRINTING
St.

RICHARDSON

REVIEW

SUPERSEDES

Send for descriptive

THE LAWRENCE-WiliLIAMS
when answering advertisements.

circulars.

CO., Toronto, Ont.

THE

A.

O.

REVIEW.

C.
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Hockey Boots BROADFOOT’S

Students’ headquarters for Hockey Boots.
The largest assortment in the city to choose

...
...

from.
Gents’

RED CROSS PHARMACY
— FOR —

$1.75 to $2.75
Ladies’
$1.50 to $2.25
Ladies’ and Gents’ Skates, 50c, 85c, $1.00,
$1.50 to $5.00.

DRUGS AND SUNDRIES

SKATES ATTACHED FREE.

Nyal’s Family Remedies
Paterson’s Chocolates

’

Ask

to see our

Rosy Xmas

ing Pumps, Club

Bag and

Fountain Pens
Toilet Articles

Even-

Slippers,

Suit Cases.

PHONE

who

Wick's
G.

to

B.

We

in

advance

Our suits at $15, $18, or $21 and our
overcoats at $12, $15, or $18 will dress the
young fellow as he would like to be

Ryan’s, Guelph.

appreciate your business.

keep a few steps
band wagon.

like to

of the

Pianos, Organs, All Kinds of Phonograph
Records, etc., Musical Goods, Sheet
Music, etc., etc.

We

381.

College Cut Clothes
for College Fellows

Say boys, Patronize the Young Music Dealer,

Next door

George’s Sq., Corner Quebec.

St.

Shoe Man

NEILL, the

dressed.

NOT A

BIT OF

R. S.

need

TROUBLE TO SHOW.

CULL &

CO.,

your money.

Phone

The

431.

FOR PARTICULAR MEN
We

like

to

Anyone

man.

make

clothes

the

particular
can suit the fellow who is easily
for

but it takes good workmanship, honest materials and the best of tailoring experience and ability to suit the really careful
dresser. Ask the particular man what he thinks
of the last suit or overcoat we made for him.
It is likely he will tell you they are the best
he ever had, even for double the price. Suits
and overcoats $18.00 to $30. CO.

We

J.

and

19

Phone

Look !

and shoes

21

Quebec

at $3.75
McARTHUR,
SUCCESSOR TO C

456.

Look !

!

J. D.

Street.

See our

for all occasions.

Wauk-On Shoe

STEWART,

Opp. Knox Church,

Have Them

Shoes for street wear.
Shoes for evening wear

satisfied,

R.

Outfitters.

16
E.

Wyndham

St

FOWEN

LEE LEE & COMPANY

!

Opera House Block
Suits

Pressed

Pressed

-

-

Work done by

49

QUEBEC

50c

-

....
....

Cleaned and
Pants Pressed
Velvet Collars
Dry Cleaning
Suits

G. E.

-

-

75c

-

$ 1.25

practical tailors.

Goods

Hewer & Go.

ST.

Hand Laundry

15c

75c to $1.25

PHONE
Please mention the O. A. C.

called for on

Monday, and

turned on Wednesday.
808

best

REVIEW

work

in

Guelph.

when answering advertisements.

We

re-

guarantee

THE

XX

A.

REVIEW.

C.

mathema—Graham
there any example

Prof. R. R.
tics lecture)

O.

(in

“Is

ASPINWALL

in mathematics of taking the greater
from the less?”
Morse “Yes,” when the conceit is
taken from Raynor!”

—

Kedey

debate
—
“Why
creation)
(in

on

Sunday

Pota to Machinery

]

Efficient Spraying
Outfits for Every Purpose

re-

all that we go to
chapel for on Sunday is to see the
and
girls, with their pretty faces

Accuracy, Simplicity, and
Durability Characterise

figures.”

theAspinojall/he

Another victim.
Play the Game.
“Though mighty deeds you may have

ASPINWALL MFG.CO.
JACKSON, M 1C HIG AN, U. S. A.

done,

Keep hustling just the same;

Canadian Factory, GuelpK, Ontario.

Remember

that last year’s home run
'Won’t count in this year’s game.

Worlds Oldest and Jfargesf
Makers of Potato Machinery

Mathematical Equation.
G. T.

R.—Hot Air=0,

Guelph and Ontario Invest-

ment and Savings Society
Our

large and complete stock of
Art Supplies are selected specially for school and college use.
The quality is the best, and the
prices are within the reach of
every class of student.

(Incorporated A.D., 1876.)

Four and One-Half per

cent, paid for

money placed on Debenture.
Three per

cent, paid

on Deposits.

Interest paid half-yearly.

Executors, Trustees, etc., are authorized by special Order-in J Council to
deposit Trust Funds in our 'Savings
Department, and to invest Trust
Funds in our Debentures.

Color Boxes, A1

Crayons

E.

Office:

Corner

Director.

The Geo.M. Ilendry Co.

Society’s Building,

Wyndham and Cork
GUELPH.
.

pkg.

«.

McELDERRY,

Managing

10c

Complete Catalogue mailed on request.

Office hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
J.

25c each

— Crayograph,

Limited,

Streets,

Please mention the O. A. C.

215-219 Victoria
REVIEW

St.,

when answering advertisements.

TORONTO,

Ont.

THE

O.

A.

C.

REVIEW.

xxi.

’Phone connecting

Daily Delivery

Floors.

All

to

College.

0. A. C. Students’

OVERCOATS
Quarter Less Regular
Price

Throbbing Head

There are still many months
of winter ahead for the Overcoat

AND TIRED EYES
Are not the right equipment for a
successful College Student!
Take time to come here for a
searching examination that will reveal the cause of your tired eyes and
when we prescribe and
furnish
glasses to correct the trouble you’ll
find the world looks brighter again.
A. D.

to

come

into service.

Here

is

an

opportunity of procuring a highclass tailored coat from a choice
range of patterns at a special
discount of 25 per cent.

Any

Overcoat in Stock /4 less
l

the regular price.

SAVAGE,

Only Exclusive Optician,
Cor. Wyndham and Douglas Sts.
GUELPH.
Phone 627.
Guelph’s

G. B.

RYAN & CO.

ONTARIO

VETERINARY
COLLEGE
Affiliated

ronto,

with the University of To-

and under the control

Department

The best
a good

of

the

of Agriculture of Ontario.

place to get

Group Photo-

Animals

Infirmary for Sick

graph or a Portrait of

at

the

College.

yourself.

pQa
[=>>CZ]

E. A. A.

GRANGE,

V.S., M.S.,

Principal.

phone;

4 9 s

Please mention the O. A. C.

KEVIEW

N. B.

— Calendar

on application.

when answering advertisements.

!
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A.

0.

REVIEW.

C.

BUY YOUR

“Squab” Murray, surveying Lower

Hunt

— “This place was never as clean

as this

when

I

was here.”

Shaving Outfit
Whaley

Gillette

has.”

Donald
bites)

HERE

— “What large ears Donald

brains to

from

(recovering

— “Yes,

all

make

need

I

frost-

is

your

a perfect donkey.”

!

Safety Razor, each

$5.00

-

Auto Strap Safety Razor, each

$5.00

Fountain Safety Razor, each

$5.00

-

Ever Ready Safety Razor, each

King Cutter Razor, each

-

$1.00

$1.50

-

Razor Strops

who

Irvine (to Jowsey,

ing from

show

— “How
theatre)

to-night,

Jowsey

—

“It

is

return-

was

Shaving Soap

the

Pocket Cutlery.

Jowsey?”

was

so rotten

that

even the Hydro lights went out at the

Guelph Hardware Co.

end of the second act.”

20

WYNDHAM STREET.

NELSON

R. E.
93

Shaving Lotion

Furnishings.

Delightful to use. Allays all irritation
caused by shaving. Also, a full line of
needs for gentlemen who shave Razors,
Strops, Brushes, Mugs, Soap, etc.
QUALITY IS ECONOMY.

D.

I

make

clothing,

All

my

goods marked
and only one price.
R. E.

ST.,

PHONE

-

GUELPH.

satis-

in

plain

NELSON,

Men’s Furnisher, Hatter and Merchant
Tailor.

66.

Please mention the O. A. C.

ordered

all.

Store

US'

WYNDHAM

men

Prices Reasonable

McKee, Phm.B.

TAe ^CXCl&C

a specialty of

and guarantee perfect

faction to

figures,

18

Street

For your up-to-date Hats and

25c and 50c,

John

Wyndham

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

THE

A

O.

A.

Feeling of Security

Of absolute Reliability and Power
Enjoyed by Every Owner of a

REVIEW.

C.

xxiii.

!

The Royal City

is

SHOE STORE

Gilson Engine

Opposite Winter Fair Building.

Market Square.

52

Phone 589

Dealer in

GRADE BOOTS, SHOES,

HIGH

RUBBERS,
Our display

of

Etc.

Footwear

is

now

at

best.
Shoe Goodness at moderate
prices, and Shoe Elegance and Luxury

its

are both in evidence.

The High Kno'b Toe, Short Vamp,
High Heels and Arches, the New Tips
and Perforations, and other New Fea-

A

mechanical masterpiece of the
highest type, with our improved simple
methods of cooling', governing and
Positively guaranteed, bigsparking.
All sizes.
Save money.
gest value.
Ask for catalogue and prices.

GILSON MANUFACTURING
610

York

tures are here for the College Students.
This is the store for the young
people.

See our

W.

CO.,

J.

Window

HENRY,

J.

Manager.

Display.
E.

SCHMIDT,

Proprietor.

Guelph, Canada.

St.,

A HIGH GRADE

OURS

IS

A

t

ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE

PRINTING
Of CATALOGS, BOOKS and
COMMERCIAL JOB WORK

Disease germs find no resting place
here.

Cleanliness in every detail

is

a rule

rigidly enforced.

Every precaution is taken to insure
our patrons the very best service in our
power.
Society

Work

and
a

College

Our drivers are at the O. A. C. MonWednesday and Friday mornings.

Specialty.

day,

R. G.
26-34

TORONTO,

McLEAN

Guelph
Steam Laundry

LOMBARD STREET,
-

-

ONTARIO

Telephone, Main 637 638.
riease mention the O. A. C.

Phone
REVIEW

95.

G. P.

McARTHUR,

when answering advertisements.

Mgr.

!
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Windmills

There Something
Here You Would
Like?

Is

Towers girded
every

five

REVIEW.

feet

apart and double
braced.

Roqueford

Grain Grinders.

or

Cream

Cheese,

Pumps.

Olives, Biscuits, Bovril,

Tanks.

Oysters, Fruit, Cocoa.

Gas and Gasoline
Engines.

Quality

the

Best

Concrete Mixers.

Write

Everything to Eat
for

Catalogues.

Goold, Shapely

& Muir Co.

Benson Bros.
GROCERIES

Limited

BRANTFORD, CANADA.

53

WYNDHAM

ST.,

Opposite where the Street Cars cross.

The Place

to

Buy

TEXT BOOKS, BLANK BOOKS,
STATIONERY, PENS, INKS,
PENCILS,

The

See our Special O. A. C. and Macdonald Hall Note Paper and Envelopes

Phone

<Ss

Underwood is uced more exin Canada than all other

tensively

Etc., Etc.

Co Anndl®rs®na

UNDERWOOD

makes of typewriters combined.
&50 Underwoods are sold every
The Underwood is the ‘‘aristoday.
crat” of the typewriter world.

United Typewriter Co. Ltd.
EVERYWHERE IN CANADA.

€©

Head

Office,

256.

Please mention the 0. A. C.

REVIEW

when, answering advertisements.

Toronto.

:

THE
Prof. G. E.

Day

G.

A.

C.

REVIEW.

— “In stock-raising,

as in other lines of effort, honesty is
the best policy. I recently noticed in
the paper that a man was arrested at

Huyler’s

the Toronto Stock Yards the other
day for giving his cattle all the water
they could drink before he sold them.

He was charged with

selling

^

stock!”

A

Chocolates

watered

Known

Latin Romance.

Boybuss

XXV.

the

:

World Over

kissibus,

Sweetum girbrum,
Sole Agents in Guelph

Girilibus likibus,

Wantum sumorum,
Pater puellibus,
Enter parlorum,

Kickum

Alex Stewart

pueribus,

CHEMIST

Exibus dorum,
Nightabus darkabus,
Homus limporum,
Climbibus fencibus,
Breechibus torum.

NEXT TO POSTOFFICE

Make The WIND

WORK For YOU

SWEATER COATS
SWEATERS
In

all

and

Styles and Colors

JERSEY HOSE AND ATHLETIC
SUITS
Made

in

Club Colors to order, with
special club insignia.

You get all the power you need
without cost when you have a

Designs submitted.

CANADIAN
AIRMOTOR

Get our Catalogue and Prices.

The more you know about windmills
the better you realize the superiority
of the Canadian Airmotor. Our FREE
book

tells

WHY

it

is

better

than

ANY other. Write for a copy to-day.
ONTARIO WIND ENGINE &

PUMP

Winnipeg,

CO., Ltd.

TORONTO,

Scott Knitting
352

Calgary

Please mention the O. A. C.

QUEEN

ST.

W.,

PHONE MAIN
REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

Company
TORONTO.
4440.

—
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READ

This Book

REVIEW
in

.

January,

Means PROFITS

in

September

Spray Chemicals
and Fertilizers

yZricc

VANCO LEAD ARSENATE
destroy

will

all

leaf-eating insects

—never

burns

—sticks

longer.

The largest order ever placed for Spray Chemicals by any Canadian Fruit-Growing Co., was for “Vanco” Lead Arsenate.

VANCO LIME SULPHUR SOLUTION

—

is strong, uniform, clear, efficient
the strongest perfect solution
that can be made.
Government Bulletin proves this. Specific
Gravity on every barrel, to protect you.

FERTILIZERS

—

Muriate

—

of Potash Sulphate of Potash Acid
Phosphate
Nitrate of Soda. We are the only house in Canada selling only
straight chemical fertilizers analysis guaranteed.

—

BUY WHERE YOU CAN BUY EVERYTHING AND SAVE
FREIGHT.

—

Now study it at your
spray for future profits.

Send for the “Vanco” Book

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES,
Van Horae

Street,

leisure,

and

Limited
32

TORONTO

Who Left The Gate Open ?
The

hired man, stranger, your

own

boy, your wife, or perhaps yourself.

WHY?
Because

it

was so hard

Write

open and shut. Use the GUAY
boy can handle it with ease.

to

for particulars of our

GATE

and

Sixty-Day Free Trial Offer to

CANADIAN GATE COMPANY,
GUELPH,
Please mention the O. A. C.

a small

-

REVIEW

-

ONT.

when answering advertisements.

Ltd.

THE

O.

A.

C.

REVIEW.

XXV11.

HAVE YOU TRIED

Schumacher Feed
Probably not. If not, however, you are among the very few who
have as yet to give this remarkable feed a trial. Once tried always
used is the manner our customers look towards this feed. It is
composed of the best feeding parts of

Corn, Oats and Barley
perfectly blended with cotton-seed meal, white middlings and feed
flour.
Results are quite easily obtained by giving this feed a thorough test and we know you will be satisfied. Every sack is sold
under a Government Analysis guarantee which is tagged right on
the sack. If your dealer has not any of this feed in stock kindly
drop us a line.

T5he

Quaker Oats Company

PETERBOROUGH

c

ONTARIO

Economy
Convenience
IN

A LETTER!

Safety

‘Letters
are
frequently
lost or mislaid.
The proper way to remit money
is

by

DOMINION
EXPRESS
MONEY ORDERS
AND FOREIGN
DRAFTS
They are issued

in the currency of the country on which drawn, and are
payable in all parts of the world. If lost or delayed in the mails, a
prompt refund is arranged or new order issued without further charge.
Travellers’ 'Cheques, issued in denominations of $10, $20, $50, $100 and
$200, the handiest way of carrying funds.
Foreign Money Bought and
Money transferred to all parts of the world by Telegraph and
Sold.

Cable.

AGENCIES THROUGHOUT CANADA.
Dominion Express Company.

General Offices: Toronto, Ontario.
,!

riease mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

THE
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REVIEW.

Farmers’ Service Department
It will be of great interest to all of the students of the 0. A. C.
the graduates and builders and farmers in general that we have
established what we call our Framers’ Service Department.
Our
object is to help the farmers and builders erect better buildings at
a lower cost. We want to help every farmer who intends building
this year with his plans, suggesting the materials, layout and conall

struction, etc.

We

are now preparing a set of ten barn plans which we will have ready
in a short time, and these will be sent free to all those intending to build this
year. In this book of plans we will have information invaluable to the farmer
and builder.

We shall be very glad to co-operate with anyone who writes to us for
information mentioning that this notice was seen in the O. A. C.

The Metal Shingle

&

Siding Co., Limited
Montreal, Quebec.

Preston, Ontario.

There’s a pair of

The Pages

SHOES

of This Journal

Are

Printed on

Reilance Coated

here that will please you. We
are quite positive that we can
please you, because our stock is
so large and assortments so
varied that there is scarcely a
style or a leather not here rep-

Book
Manufactured under a Special

Formula Exclusively for

resented

For Ladies and
Gents

The BUNTIN, REID Co.
of Toronto, Ont.

by

W.
132

C.

Wyndham

GOETZ
St.,

The Canada Coating

of Georgetown, Ont.

Phone 612

Please mention the O. A. C.

Mills

KEVIEW

when answering advertisements.

Co

THE

O.

A.

REVIEW.
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ADVANCES

(SIGNIFICANT
A

XXIX.

few striking comparisons made by Mr. E.

P. Clement, K.C., Presi-

dent of the

Mutual Life
of Canada

in his address to Policyholders at the 42nd Annual Meeting of the Company
on Thursday last:
1886
1911
Increased
Nearly 10-fold
Income
$2,450,000.00
$ 272,000.00

Assets
Insurance in Force
Surplus

HEAD

-----

OFFICE:

Over 20-fold
Over 20-fold
Over 7-fold
Over 50-fold

875,000.00
18,131,000.00
71>000, 000.00
3,312,000.00

43,000.00
905,000.00
9,774,000.00
61,500.00

Interest

WATERLOO, ONT.

-------

George Chapman, District Manager.
Office, 8

Douglas Street,

Students will make no mistake

if

quarters for (Men’s Furnishing.

Fine tailoring our specialty.

newest things

in

they

make

Golf and Hockey Coats.

Guelph, Ont.

the Golden Fleece head-

The very

Best qualities of underwear,

including Dr. Diemel, Dr. Jager, Stanfield’s, Woolsley’s and other makes.

A

beautiful line ready to

wear Ulsters,

real

waterproof coats.

All are

invited to look through at

KELEHER & HENDLEY
Macdonald Hall

ladies will find our furs stock

up to the minute;

also Golf Coats.
Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

THE

XXX.
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A

variety of styles in panneling
aoplication.

THE
GUELPH,

J.

B.

A.

C.

REVIEW.

and decoration.

Catalogue and prices on

ARMSTRONG MFG. CO

,

LTD.

ONTARIO.

Kandy Kitchen and

Quality

Stand for one and the same
thing--The Purest and Best in

Chocolates, Eon-Eons, Etc.
WHILE WAITING FOR A CAR DROP IN AND ENJOY A

Hot Chocolate or Soda
YOU WILL COME AGAIN.

The Kandy Kitchen
Please mention tlie^O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

—

:

THE

O.

The farmer s

f

and

REVIEW

C.

XXXI.

.

^
Advocate

i=>0c=i

iPOa

(F ° unded 1866)

HOME MAGAZINE

Is the

Oldest and Best Agricultural Journal in the Dominion.

weekly.

Published

£

A.

Subscription price,
advance.

per

$1.50

annum

in

Read the following testimonial
“My

father commenced to take The Farmer’s Advocate
that would be with the first volume. We
have taken it continuously since, and have nearly all the numbers
on file. We consider it the foremost Agricultural Journel of
forty-six years ago

—

Cs-U3>d3'

D.

(Sgd.)

Hastings

W. KETCHESON.”

Co., Ont.

Write for free sample copy.

*

......

THE WILLIAM WELD
LONDON,

'

=0=

In “ 20th Century

CO.,

=0=

*

Limited,

ONTARIO.
5] d^o

[E

=0=

Brand ” Clothes

Young men, by their critical and exacting tastes in dress are doing a good deal
to maintain high standards of style in clothes.
The models designed by “20th Century” tailors especially for young men
are produced to meet the demands of such
college men, young business men
wearers; not freakish or extreme, but made for the youthful, athletic figure.
You may rest assured that every garment purchased from us is faultlessly
bench-tailored by experts, and that it will keep its shape until worn out. These
qualities have made our Men’s Clothing Department successful.

—

SPECIAL ORDER CLOTHES
we cannot fit and satisfy you with a 20th Century Brand suit or overcoat from
stock we can show you 400 samples of new and handsome tweeds, serges, worsteds,
overcoatings, etc., and have your garments made specially for you from careful
If

measurements.

Fit guaranteed.

Everything for Men.

D.

E.

Men’s Outfitters.

MACDONALD &

BROS.

Guelph’s Big Store.
Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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NIAGARA
C.

.

LIME-SULPHUR
ARSENATE OF LEAD
SPRAY PUM PS-HAND and POWER
NIAGARA

stands for the highest in quality, whether in spraying material or equipment. The results obtained from spraying in Ontario during the past four years have
Niagara.
This is the one tried and proved spray.
It has always given
been with
Can you alford to take the risk ? In spray pumps,
results. All others are experiments.
we have a most complete line. From the barrel pump for the small orchard to the
largest 3-cylinder power pump. They have many exclusive features. We would like to
demonstrate them to you. Our new catalogue No. 27, will be mailed on request. You
should also have our book on “Sprays and How to Use Them.” Let us quote you on
Lime-Sulphur, Arsenate of Lead, Raw Sulphur, Gasoline engines, Hand and Power
pumps, Trucks, Hydrometers. High Pressure Hose, Spray Rods, Nozzles, and Accessories.
:

Remember Wherever

Fruit Excels Niagara Spray

NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO.,
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO

Used

is

Limited

OUR OTHER FACTORIES:
Hood River Spray Mfg. Co.,
Hood River, Ore.
Bean Spray Pump Co.,

Niagara Spray

Co., of

Niagara Sprayer

Niagara Brand Spray

LOOK
Suits Pressed

50c

-

Suits Cleaned and Pressed

75c

Pants Pressed

15c

-

Velvet Collars

-

Dry Cleaning

-

Work done by

CHAS.

A.

Co.,

LOOK
-

-

-

Portland,

Medford Spray

Co.,

$1.25

Medford, Ore.

Ltd., Trenton, Ont.

“Eclipsed by None.’-

Walker’s Electric
Boiler Compound
Specialty departments. Crystal Separator Oil, Waxine-

Floor

49 Quebec

St.

The

Correspondence invited.

Oil.

Compound
...

Electric Boiler
Guelph,

WANTED — Thoroughly

com-

petent man to take charge of
farm, 30 acres, near Toronto.
Must be good Gardener and
understand
fruit
growing.

Comfortable house for man
and wife, and all conveniences
on farm. Gentleman and fam-

make home

there, summer
only. To right man salary and
interest in returns. Apply by
letter only.
H. C. Stevenson,
ily

103

Bay

St.,

Ore.

Co.,

It removes the scale or incrustation from boiler
without injury to the irons, packings or connections,

practical tailors.

KUTT,

Co.,

and prevents foaming.
The only reliable boiler compound on the market
today. We also handle cylinder, engine and machine
oils.
Lie sodium phosphate, engine supplies, etc.

75c to $1.25
-

Oregon Spray

S.,

Middleport, N. Y.

Berea, Ohio.

•

N.

Kentville, N. S.

Toronto.

Please mention the O. A. C.

The New

Co.,
Ontario

o. a. c.

Tobacco

Lion Block

Wyndham

Students

Store.

Limited

Street.

While waiting for your car at the King

Edward
Cigar

corner,

Store

step

and

see

across

to

Barber’s

the comprehensive

Pouches, Cigar Cases,
Brands of Tobaccos and
You won’t Regret It.

collection of Pipes,

also the leading

Cigarettes

—

HERB. BARBER
Neilson’s
Chocolates.

REVIEW

when. answering advertisements.
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ADDRESS AT ONCE

International Stock Food Co.
TORONTO, CANADA,
Sole Manufacturers of

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
THREE FEEDS FOR
CENT
1

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD, 3 FEEDS
FOR ONE CENT, is a purely vegetable MEDI-

ClNAiL preparation composed of roots, herbs,
seeds, barks, etc.
It is equally good and very
profitable to use with horses, colts, cattle, cows,
calves, hogs, pigs, sheep or lambs, because it
purifies the blood, tones up and permanently
strengthens the entire system, keeps them
healthy and generally aids digestion and assimilation, so that each animal obtains more
nutrition from the grain eaten.
In this way

6y2 x9y2 gives history, description and illustration of the various breeds of horses, cattle,
sheep, hogs and poultry.
Many stockmen say
they would not take five dollars for their copy
size

,

they could not get another. The finely illusveterinary department will save you
hundreds of dollars, as it treats of all the ordinary diseases to which stock are subject and
tells you how to cure them.
if

trated

MAILED FREE.
Write for
1st — Name
2nd— How

will save you grain and MAKE YOU LARGE
CASH PROFITS. You don’t spend money when
you feed International Stock Food. You save
money because the GRAIN SAVED will pay

it

Contains 183 Large Engravings.
This book cost us over $3,000 to produce. The
cover is a beautiful live stock picture, lithographed in colors. The book contains 160 pages,

POSTAGE PREPAID.

much more than the cost of the International
Stock Food.
Refuse all substitutes and get
paying results by using only the genuine International Stock Food.

THREE FEEDS FOR

CENT

When you write for Stock Book mentioned
above ask for a picture of Dan Patch 1:55, and
it

at once and answer the following
questions:
the paper you saw this offer in.
many head of stock do you own?

1

Dan Patch Mailed Free
will

be included free of charge.

it

Stock Food Co.

International

TORONTO, CANADA.

College Days
Will

'be

made happy

if

you own

a

Camera.

Remember

the folks at

home

will

enjoy the pictures you take, as well as you will in after years, w'hen

you

will

never

tire of

using them to recall the friends and scenes of your

O. A. C. days.

Remember

that our stock of

Western Ontario,
is

second to none

Work.

Cameras and Supplies

also that the Photographic
in

is

Department

the largest in
of this store

Developing, Printing, Mounting and Enlarging

Get your Drugs, Stationery and Toilet Articles

Petrie’s

at

Drug Store

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.
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ELLA”
Handsome enough

^pisijF-H

^d|!§|^teK

Table

Lamo

for the Parlor

i

Cheap enough for the Kitchen
Safely and easily carried

SOLD AT

nN

^jfl

mV

A POPULAR PRICE
At

All Dealers

Ontario Lantern

& bmp

Co., Ltd.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Calendar of the Department of
Education for the Year 1912

Official
MARCH:
1.

than 1st March).
Financial Statements of Teachers’ Association to Department, due (On or
before 1st March).
Separate School supporters to notify
(On or before 1st
Municipal Clerks.
March).
21.

29.

Normal School Final Examination for
Grade A students begins.
Night Schools close (Session 1911(Close 31st March).
1912).

APRIL:
1.

3.

15.

Reports on Night Schools due (Ses(Not later than the
sion 1911-1912).

15.

High Schools, third term, and Public

16.

and Separate Schools open after Easter Holidays.
(Second Monday after
Easter Sunday).
Normal Schools open after Easter

School Boards in unorganized Townships to appoint Assessors. <Not later

Returns by Clerks of counties, cities,
etc., of population, to Department, due
(On or before 1st April).
Normal Schools close before Easter

15th April).

Holidays.
19.

April).
24.

Holidays.
4.

5.

8.
9.

Schools, second term, and Public
(Thursand Separate Schools close.
day before Easter Sunday).
Good Friday.
Easter Monday.
Annual Meeting of the Ontario Educa(Durtional Association at Toronto.
ing Easter Vacation).

High

Notice by candidate for Junior High
School Entrance and Junior Public
School Graduation Diploma Examinations, to Inspectors, due (Before 20th

30.

Inspectors’ report number of candidates for Junior High School Entrance
and Junior Public School Graduation
Diploma examinations (not later than
24th April).
Notice by candidates to Inspectors due
for Senior High School Entrance, Senior Public School Graduation Diploma
and the Model School Entrance examinations and the Lower School examination for Entrance into the Normal
Schools and Faculties of Education
(before 1st May).

THE

O.

A.

The Royal Military College

T HERE

are
few national
more value and interest

C.

REVIEW.

ol
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XXXV.

exercises of all kinds, ensures
excellent physical condition.

institutions of

health

and

country
than the Royal Military College of Canada.
Notwithstanding this, its object and the work
it is accomplishing are not sufficiently understood 'by the general public.
The College is a Government institution,
designed primarily for the purpose of giving
.nstruction in all branches of military science
to cadets and officers of the Canadian Militia.
In fact it corresponds to Woolwich and Sand-

in all branches of the Imservice
and Canadian Permanent
Force are offered annually.
The diploma of graduation, is considered
by the authorities conducting the examination for Dominion Land Surveyor to be equivalent to a university degree, and by the
Regulations of the Law Society of 'Ontario, it
obtains the same exemptions as a T>. A. de-

hurst.

gree.

to the

Commissions

perial

The Commandant and military

The length of the course is three years, in
three terms of 9% months each.
The total cost of the course, including
board, uniform, instructional material, and

instructors
are all officers on the active list of the Imperial army, lent for the purpose, and there
is in addition a complete staff of professors
for the civil subjects which form such an
important part of the College course. Medical attendance is also provided.
Whilst the College is organized on a
strictly military basis the cadets receive a
practical and scientific training in subjects
essential to a sound modern education.
The course includes a thorough grounding
in Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Physics, Chemistry, French and English.
The strict discipline maintained at the
College is one of the most valuable features
of the course, and, in addition, the constant
practice of gymnastics, drills and outdoor

all

extras,

is

about

'$800.

The annual competitive examination

eral military districts.
For full 'particulars regarding this examination and for any other information, application should be made to the Secretary of the
Militia Council, Ottawa, Ont.; or to the Com-

mandant, Royal Military College, Kingston,
Ont.

—

H.Q.94
9—09.

5.

You Gan Save Money
by means of a

insurance policy*

life

Life insurance would create for you an immediate estate at small cost.
provide security for the person paying your way through colWe are the only old-established Company under the Supervision
of the Dominion Government which offers

It would
lege.

TOTAL ABSTAINERS
the special rates and plans which they deserve.
placing your insurance.

W.

E.

BROLEY,

General Agent,

Consult us before

ELORA.

The Manufacturers Life
Insurance
HEAD

OFFICE,

Company

....

Please mention the O. A. C.

for

admission to the College, takes place in May
of each year, at the headquarters of the sev-

REVIEW

TORONTO, CANADA.

when answering advertisements.
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London Gasoline Engines
Are

Simple, Safe, Powerful

A

FTER

number

careful examination of a

that the London engine on account of

was

of

its

makes we decided

simple construction

particularly well suited to the farmers’ needs.

These engines are built
ranging from

11/2 to

12 H.

P.,

sizes

in

and can

be easily fitted up to supply power
for

light

all

farm machines.

shown requires only a

right engine

very

foundation

light

moved about

pulp

and can be

to run the churn,

machine

ing

The up-

or

separator,

wash-

cut

or

and perform numerous

roots

other tasks.

No

Every part
little

No

danger.

trouble to operate.

simple.

is

or no adjusting.

your farm, and a force
jack

—

it

We

this
London Gasoline
Engine Catalogue.

fOCKSHUTT
V

LIMITED

Sole Selling Agents in Canada, Peterboro’

Write

fire.

BRANTFORD
=
mJ
-

West and North

for Frost

London Gasoline Engines.

REVIEW

pump with

for

Farm Implements, Kemp Manure Spreaders and

Please mention the 0. A. C.

Get one for

We will show
CHORES with

Engine.

company

requires

protect you from

will

want you to write us to-day.
you how you can STOP HARD

It

when answering advertisements.
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of Quality

Why is it that the “House of Quality’’ is so popular with the 0. A. C. Students?
Because it is at the “House of Quality” where “quality” is paramount where “Variety”
and “Choice” stand unparalleled in this city and where an eargerness to meet the
requirements of the customers and an earnest desire to give satisfaction is the desire of
its staff.
Our shelves are filled with goods drawn from the best factories and warehouses covering practically the whole world from the British Isles, France, Norway,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria-Hungary, Russia, China, Japan, Denmark, Spain, Italy,
United States, and last, but of no means least, from our own fair Dominion of Canada.
Our Wedding Cakes are the delight of all who have partaken, and, justly, can it be
said that our Cakes and Confections are appreciated over the whole Continent. We are
direct importers of

—

—

HOME AND FOREIGN GROCERIES, CHOCOLATES,
BON-BONS AND CONFECTIONS
Our Cafe is the rendezvous of hundreds of partakers of Bovril and other Hot
Drinks, Oysters, etc., while our Ice Cream is the delight of old and young alike.
We are Caterers to the largest social functions and yet there is no order so small
but that it receives our careful attention.
Six delivery wagons cover the whole of the city and vicinity, daily calling upon
and delivering to our hundreds of customers.

Remember

“THE HOUSE OF QUALITY”

WILLIAMS
GEO. GUELPH

Upper Wyndham

Phone 109

St.

PROVE TO YOURSELF THE VALUE OF THE

SEEDS

You Buy

This you can do only by making a personal comparison. To enable you
to do this we will gladly send you samples of our Clover, Timothy,
Alsyke, Alfalfa, Oats, Barley and Wheat. You to state in your enquiry what you want, what quantity you want and we will quote
prices delivered at your nearest station. If you do this we are certain
you will find that our seeds are the best value on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE— OUR PRICES ARE INTERESTING

GEO. KEITH

& SONS

-----

Seed Merchants since 1866.
124

KING

ST.,

EAST,

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

TORONTO, ONT.

when answering advertisements.
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Massey-Harris Drills
Will

Sow your

MASSEY-HARRIS DRILLS
hold

all

Grain Right.

have strong Steel Frames which

parts in proper relation.

MASSEY-HARRIS DRILLS

have reliable

Force-Feed Runs

which sow uniformly and without injury to the seed.

MASSEY-HARRIS DRIL LS
MASSEY-HARRIS DRILLS
motion of

one

a

lever

have Positive Gear Drive.

have simple and easy control
lowers

raises the

sizes,

— the opposite motion

Furrow Openers and stops

MASSEY-HARRIS DRILLS

are

Furrow Openers,

the

applies pressure and starts the feed

made

the feed.
in

a

wide range of

and with Hoes, Discs or Shoes.

Grass Seed Boxes when ordered.

Please mention the 0. A. C.

REVIEW

when answering advertisements.

Youngg Men
Stag in Canada
Advise Your Friends to

Come

to

CANADA
Nowhere in the world are
good openings for a career in

to be

found so many and such

Agriculture
FRUIT-GROWING, DAIRYING—WHAT YOU WILL!

The cry now-a-days

is

“BACK TO THE LAND,”

and

CANADA has got the LAND.
The day of

CANADA’S PROSPERITY is

the day of

Your Opportunity
Do not neglect it. Think this over.
You can never do as well anywhere
Tell

your friends

else.

to apply for further information

or to

to

D. SCOTT,
Superintendent of Immigration,

W.

Ottawa.

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

J.

OBED SMITH,

11-12 Charing Cross,
London, S.W., England.

when answering advertisements.
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New Automatic

Oiling

The most important Cream Separator improvement
since the introduction of the present type

of

De Laval machines

The new automatic oiling De Laval Cream Separators
are now being supplied in all sizes, and this improvement
constitutes another great step forward in cream separator

—

construction the one thing possible in betterment of the
previous De Laval machines of the present type.

The new system of De Laval automatic oiling is distincfrom any other splash or spray system in

tively different

that there is a constant regulated feed of fresh oil and discharge of used oil. Other splash systems use the same oil
over and over, until it soon does more harm than good.
In the

new automatically

oiled

De Laval machines

all

gears, shafts and bearings practically float in a mist-like

spray of

oil

and

literally

never touch each other during their

operation.

De Laval agents will be glad to exhibit the new machines and demonstrate the working of the new automatic
oiling system, which more than ever enhances De Lavan superiority in every feature of cream separator practicability.

De

Laval Dairy Supply Company, Limited

14 Princess St., Winnipeg.

Please mention the O. A. C.

REVIEW

173 William

St.,

when answering advertisements.

Montreal.

